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Introduction

Taras Zakydalsky, The Theory of Man in the Philosophy of Skovoroda, 
1965. 

INTRODUCTION

      For any reader a first encounter with Skovoroda is like an accidental 
ice-cold shower. He is shocked, bewildered and confused. He seems to 
be swamped with apparent contradictions, with images, symbols, similes, 
Biblical quotations, proverbs, and stories. He does not know what to 
make of all this. Fragments of philosophical doctrine appear here and 
there but are not harmonized or organized into a systematic account. If 
he stoically endures this discomfort and persists in his search for 
intelligibility, he will become gradually aware of emerging patterns of 
symbols, of restated and expanded philosophical themes, and of a certain 
unity among them. The process admittedly is slow and demanding, but 
challenging. The reward is proportional to the effort. At last a coherent, 
intricately structured system of thought can be discerned. The intellectual 
satisfaction which crowns this accomplishment is not the only reward 
that Skovoroda offers his reader. 

      Skovoroda offers a special type of philosophy, a philosophy that is 
not only intellectually stimulating, but also spiritually and morally 
enlightening. He speaks in a very personal and intimate voice to the 
reader whom he accepts as a living puzzled human being concerned for 
his [2] ultimate fate, frightened by the inevitability of death, hoping for 
happiness and fulfilment in life, and worried about trifling everyday 
problems. Skovoroda speaks as a wise friend who has solved for himself 
the great and the small riddles of life and has tested his solutions in 
practice. His wisdom is a dialectical interplay of thought with experience 
and may be described best as a personal faith. He does not try to dictate 
or impose his truth on us, but on the contrary. The sketchy nature of his 
doctrine gives the impression that its purpose is to raise questions and to 
stimulate the reader's own thought, rather than to dispense easy 
solutions. Skovoroda expresses clearly and concisely the cardinal 
elements of a faith that is sturdy enough to meet the test of daily life, and 
does his best to help us to see their value. He knows, however, that faith 
can only come from within the individual. His aim is Socratic -- to kindle 
in us a desire and thirst for the truth by turning our attention upon 
ourselves. Such a desire would contain a premonition of the truth. It 
would be the first, the most difficult and most essential step on our road 
to faith and happiness. In this lies his humility. In this also lies his 
ambitiousness. 
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Introduction

      But besides his intellectual and spiritual qualities, Skovoroda's 
philosophical dialogues also have outstanding aesthetic value. Their 
aesthetic quality, in fact, is so obvious that these works must prove to be 
more attractive at first to the reader who is seeking merely enjoyment, 
than to [3] one who is in search of speculative knowledge or spiritual 
enlightenment. Skovoroda's style is colorful, picturesque and vivid. The 
rhythms of speech are natural, relaxed, leisurely, yet lively. Witty 
comparisons, unobtrusive puns and pithy aphorisms contribute to the 
humor and playfulness of the conversations. Sometimes a whole 
anecdote or story is inserted to illustrate a point. But below this light, 
shimmering surface lies a deep pathos, a sharp awareness of the misery 
and evil in the world, and of the frustration that inevitably accompanies 
the search for happiness in worldly goods. This pessimism is 
transcended, however, by a faith not imposed by sheer will power or by a 
deliberate blindness to reality, but by a discovery in this pessimism itself, 
of the key to a deeper happier truth. Skovoroda's playful style, then, is 
based on his philosophical insight into reality. His style should not, but 
can be separated from his philosophy and enjoyed for itself. In fact, since 
it takes patience and effort to get a coherent grasp of his philosophy, it is 
inevitable that his works, once they are translated from his rather archaic 
18th-century Russian into modern languages and become available not 
only to scholars but also to the general public, be read for sheer 
enjoyment rather than for their philosophical content. It is legitimate to 
ask why it is so difficult to extract his philosophical teachings from his 
writings. I think that the answer lies in at least three basic qualities of 
Skovoroda's style. 

      The first reason is both a matter of style and of [4] fundamental 
philosophical conviction; namely, symbolism. The sensible image which 
points to a deeper, hidden meaning is the fundamental device of 
expression in Skovoroda' s works. 

His philosophy to a considerable degree is a philosophy of 
images.… His concepts almost never are separated from 
sensible presentations.… He understood, it seems that the 
imagination is one of the refreshing elements that gives 
flesh and blood to thought.l 

      Skovoroda seems to limit intentionally the statement of his thought in 
abstract concepts, although it is impossible to avoid this altogether. 
Nevertheless, while most philosophers omit imagery or use it merely for 
stylistic reasons and rely on well-established concepts to convey their 
thought, Skovoroda usually states a thought in philosophical concepts as 
briefly as possible and then restates it and develops it at length by means 
of various symbols. 
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Introduction

      This style of expression is not accidental to Skovoroda's way of 
writing. It is founded on a fundamental philosophical conviction; 
namely, that the external or the sensible is not a thing in itself but a 
symbol of a deeper internal non-sensible reality. This dualism of the 
obvious and the hidden, the insubstantial and the substantial, is basic to 
Skovoroda's whole metaphysics,2 and to his style of thinking and 
writing. Ern was one of the first to notice the significance of the symbol 
in Skovoroda: [5] 

The whole remarkable and revolutionary innovation of 
Skovoroda can be described in one sentence: he 
consciously reinstated the serious meaning of the symbol 
and made the symbol one of the central categories of his 
philosophy.3 

      The symbol as a vehicle of philosophical thought has the advantage 
of bringing color, concreteness, feeling, and life to philosophy. Its 
disadvantages, however, outweigh this advantage. The symbol makes 
precision impossible. It invests the thought with ambiguities and 
reverberating nuances which may be exciting to the literary artist but are 
baffling to the student of Skovoroda's philosophy. Each symbol can be 
taken to mean more than one thing, thus making it difficult and 
sometimes impossible to say categorically what Skovoroda means. 
Certainly, this style is the very opposite of the rationalistic ideal in style 
that is aimed at by a Plato, Descartes, or Spinoza. Skovoroda's style is 
much closer to the style of his favorite book, the Bible, the Fathers of the 
Church, and the Christian mystics. One thing may be said for the 
ambiguity of such a style, and that is, that it challenges the student to 
participate in the creative process, to bring to bear on his interpretation 
his own experience and his imaginative powers. 

      A second difficulty is presented by the frequent contradictions and 
paradoxes we find in his statements. These contradictions can be 
classified in two ways. The first category includes contradictions that 
appear in the same statement or between two adjacent statements. These 
are obviously intentional contradictions and they are essential [6] to 
Skovoroda's dualistic interpretation of reality. He sees two antithetical 
principles in all being and tries to harmonize them in a higher unity that 
would demonstrate how they are related and how they are necessary to 
the whole.4 Too frequently, however, his contradictions are merely 
stated and abandoned without any reconciliation between them. This 
type of dialectical thought has a long established tradition in philosophy, 
from the Greeks, to the Fathers of the Church and the medieval 
scholastics, so that it can be easily accepted and interpreted. The more 
difficult type of contradictions falls into the second category. These 
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appear not to be intentional. They occur between widely separated 
statements that deal with precisely the same problem in a completely 
different way. Sometimes the two positions disagree but can be 
reconciled. Sometimes, though rarely, they are flatly contradictory. In 
such a case the doctrine that does not accord with Skovoroda's thought as 
a whole must be rejected. Such difficulties are understandable if one 
bears in mind that Skovoroda wrote his dialogues through a span of 
about twenty years. 

      A third shortcoming of Skovoroda's exposition of his philosophy lies 
in its fragmentary, unsystematized character. He deals with a problem 
here, and another problem there, but nowhere does he bring the various 
solutions to the questions he raises together and systematize them into 
one whole. Thus, though the previous two difficulties can be overcome, 
and Skovoroda's particular doctrines can be clearly and [7] precisely 
formulated by the interpreter, there still remains the problem of unifying 
all these doctrines, without arbitrarily rejecting any one of them. There is 
an amazing synthesis of Greek and Christian teachings in his writings, 
though it is not easy to discover it. It is to this lack of systematization by 
the philosopher himself, that the variety of greatly divergent 
interpretations of his philosophy as a whole can be attributed. Some of 
these interpretations obviously ignore various doctrines that are 
discordant with their point of view. But besides harmonizing all the 
doctrines, we are faced with another task -- that of assigning primacy to 
some one of them and organizing the whole system around it. On this 
score Skovoroda's unsystematic exposition leads also to various 
conflicting views. I now turn to a brief account of the various 
interpretations of Skovoroda's philosophy, their merits and deficiencies. 
[8] 

NEXT

INTRODUCTION: FOOTNOTES

1. F. Kudrinski, "Filosof bez sistemy" [Philosopher without a System], 
Kievskaia starina, 60 (Kiev, 1893), p. 271. 

2. For this reason I shall sometimes refer to his metaphysics as a 
symbolist ontology. 

3. V. F. Ern, Grigorii Savvich Skovoroda: zhizn i ucheniye (Gregory 
Savich Skovoroda: Life and Teaching) (Moscow: Put, 1912), p, 223. 
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4. D. Chyzhevskyi, Filosofiya H. S. Skovorody (The Philosophy of G. S. 
Skovoroda) (Warsaw: Shevchenko Scientific Society, 1934), p. 9.  [9] 

NEXT
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CHAPTER  I: INTERPRETATIONS OF SKOVORODA' S THOUGHT

Taras Zakydalsky, The Theory of Man in the Philosophy of Skovoroda, 
1965. 

CHAPTER  I: INTERPRETATIONS OF SKOVORODA' S 
THOUGHT

     It is amazing how widely opinions on the general character of 
Skovoroda's philosophy have diverged. He has been called an eclectic 
who collected a body of traditional doctrines without connecting them in 
a whole. At the other extreme, he has been called a rationalist who 
approaches Spinoza in the rigor of his logic and systematization. 
Opposed to these extremes and incorporating what is of value in both is 
the interpretation that sees Skovoroda as a mystic. This variety of 
interpretations in itself may be taken as evidence of Skovoroda's 
eclecticism, but I think it would be more accurate to assign it to 
inadequate scholarship. The two extreme interpretations were put forth 
when interest in Skovoroda was only beginning to stir. Previously, 
almost nothing had been done in the way of scholarly investigation of 
our philosopher's doctrines. At the time not even a complete edition of 
his works was available. His works were being collected and published 
then. The interpretation of Skovoroda as a mystic is the result of later 
study. 

(1) Skovoroda as an Eclectic Thinker

     Skovoroda has been charged with being an eclectic in the worst sense 
of the term. His thought is seen as a collection of disparate, even 
contradictory, doctrines which he [10] simply throws together without 
any attempt to unify them, or at least to tone down their disagreements. 
He seems to have been unaware of its incoherence, or if he was aware, 
unconcerned about it. "In our opinion he was a complex, unorganized 
mind who hardly ever was aware of the constraints of a mercilessly 
systematic exposition."1 His philosophy is a concoction of monism and 
dualism, spiritualism and materialism, rationalism and prophetic 
mysticism. His monism satisfies his personal mystical vision. His 
dualism provides a basis for his ethics. The two are not reconciled and 
cannot be reconciled. "Therefore, to speak of a definite philosophical 
system in his thought is at once to set out on a false path of evaluating 
his teaching."2 It must be admitted that in Skovoroda one can find 
conflicting doctrines, all of which can be traced to some predecessor or 
other in Greek, Roman, or patristic philosophy. Furthermore, it is true 
that Skovoroda himself does not try to reconcile various statements of 
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CHAPTER  I: INTERPRETATIONS OF SKOVORODA' S THOUGHT

doctrine, nor does he attempt to systematize his doctrines into an orderly 
whole. But Kudrinski goes too far when he contends that these doctrines 
cannot be reconciled and unified, and that to attempt this would be to 
pervert Skovoroda's thought, that this would amount to imposing unity 
where there is no unity, or rather where the only detectable unity is 
extrinsic to the thought itself and lies in the fact that the thought belongs 
to one person.3 To accept this view is to deny that Skovoroda has a 
philosophy. It means that Skovoroda had no clear conception [11] of 
what he was writing. Such a view seems false to me. It is best refuted by 
showing the exact way in which all of Skovoroda's doctrines fit together. 
It will become apparent, I hope, that Skovoroda's philosophy has not 
only an organic unity, but that it is an original synthesis, although its 
particular doctrines are derived from various earlier sources. Skovoroda's 
philosophy "though not original in details, yet as a whole is an 
independent creative conception."4 

(2) Skovoroda as a Rationalist

     At the other extreme from the interpretation of Skovoroda as an 
eclectic is an interpretation that imposes a certain preconceived pattern 
on Skovoroda's writings. To show that Skovoroda is a rationalist, the 
interpreter consciously selects certain doctrines as reflecting Skovoroda's 
"true" thought, and rejects those doctrines that do not fit his scheme as 
accidental and extrinsic to Skovoroda's thought. This type of 
interpretation should be seen as a reaction against the scanty scholarship 
on Skovoroda's philosophy before the 1890's, scholarship that was 
content to call Skovoroda a mystic and thus dismiss the task of finding 
any clarity and coherence in his writings.5 Efimenko sees in Skovoroda a 
Spinozistic "rationalist, a rationalist pur sang."6 Without being able to 
present any evidence that Skovoroda had actually read or studied 
Spinoza's philosophy, Efimenko found conclusive evidence for this 
thesis by comparing Skovoroda's doctrines with Spinoza's. For both [12] 
philosophers, she found, God is substantial being and the world is only 
appearance sustained by God's will and governed by his law. Both 
thinkers are pantheistic and monistic, and whatever element of dualism 
there is in them, is there only for the purposes of an ethics.7 Good is 
associated with God and evil is relegated to the world of contingent and 
temporal appearances. Man's purpose in life is to achieve union with 
God through knowledge. Religion and faith are mere superstition.8 The 
comparison between the two philosophers is very sketchy, and for this 
reason it appears more plausible than it actually is. But even as it stands, 
this comparison makes some glaring falsifications of Skovoroda's 
doctrines. To understand Skovoroda's dualism only as a prop for his 
ethics is a gross misrepresentation. Furthermore, to attribute to 
Skovoroda a rejection of religion is an inexcusable error if not an 
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CHAPTER  I: INTERPRETATIONS OF SKOVORODA' S THOUGHT

intentional falsification. It is precisely the religious inspiration and 
content of his philosophy, the central importance of the act of faith in it 
that this interpretation must ignore. To explain away all the elements in 
Skovoroda's philosophy that do not fit her scheme, Efimenko uses the 
device, so frequently employed by Soviet scholars, of seeing them as a 
concession to the times. 

Skovoroda undoubtedly had a clearly, purely and logically 
developed philosophical conception …, but he seems to 
have felt cold at those philosophical heights, in that 
absolute withdrawal from everything by which the 
surrounding world lived -- and perhaps because of this, he 
noticed the contradictions and defects of a construction 
that appeared so perfect. Whatever it was, he tried to tie 
his logical constriction in with the tradition in which he 
was educated … but to tie it with artfully woven and 
wholly external threads.9[13] 

These external elements can be isolated and rejected while the "true 
system" intended by Skovoroda shines forth in all its logical splendor. 

     This interpretation, it must be admitted, makes certain valuable 
contributions to an understanding of Skovoroda. The first, and most 
important one is the clear assertion that Skovoroda's philosophy 
possesses its own unity. Secondly, the rationalist interpretation draws our 
attention to Skovoroda's stress on knowledge and truth as the condition 
for happiness and right action. Though it misrepresents Skovoroda's 
concept of knowledge by comparing it to a Spinozistic one, it is helpful 
in underlining the element of objectivity in Skovoroda's conception. 

     The one-sidedness of the rationalist interpretation is overcome by the 
next interpretation which recognizes that for Skovoroda the religious 
content of his thought was undoubtedly the basis for all of his positions 
in theoretical philosophy.10 

(3) Skovoroda as a mystic 

     The two best studies of Skovoroda's philosophy, by Ern and 
Chyzhevskyi, define Skovoroda as a mystic. The problem lies in 
explaining in what sense he is a mystic. Unfortunately, neither 
interpreter gives any clear-cut criteria that would specify the exact type 
of mysticism that Skovoroda exemplifies. 

     There is a derogatory sense of the word "mysticism" [14] which is 
often used in reference to certain philosophies. In this sense mysticism is 
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equivalent to obscurantism, and irrationalism. It is the very opposite of 
philosophy. Efimenko uses the tern in this sense when she objects to 
calling Skovoroda a mystic.11 It is also in this sense that Skovoroda is 
not a mystic to Bahalii: "The label of mystic … is far from defining 
Skovoroda; his mind did not grow wild and did not sink gradually into 
the bottomless pit of mysticism."12 Here, the mystic is essentially one 
who experiences certain abnormal psychic states that are unattainable by 
the ordinary person, and then utters an incomprehensible stream of 
words that is closer to nonsense than to philosophy. 

     "Mysticism" sometimes refers to a certain character of philosophical 
thought, rather than the personal experiences of its author. The 
characteristic mark of this thought is the dualism of the apparent and the 
hidden reality. The visible world is only appearance, an unreal shadow 
hiding the substantial reality from which it derives its being. The realm 
of shadows is the realm of multiplicity and change. The realm of true 
reality is that of stability, eternity, and unity. Only the wise man by his 
special power of vision can penetrate to this deeper level of being which 
is hidden from the common man absorbed in the world of appearance. 

     In the best traditions of mysticism these two aspects are unified. The 
mystic in the full sense of the term is not one who merely undergoes 
certain unusual experiences [15] which he describes as a union with God, 
but one who also formulates his vision in a philosophy, who attempts 
and succeeds to some extent in uttering the unutterable and thus in 
sharing his vision with others.13 The mystic's philosophy, though 
coherent and systematic, is not a purely speculative enterprise. It is the 
fruit of his lived experience in its totality, comprising both the ecstatic 
visions of his union with God and the ordinary everyday life he is forced 
to lead in the intervals between his visions. It is precisely the organic 
union of Skovoroda's thought with his personal experience that Ern and 
Chyzhevskyi wish to stress by calling Skovoroda a mystic: 

Skovoroda was a fearless and original supporter of 
experimental metaphysics.… His whole life is a vast, 
deeply interesting metaphysical experiment and his 
philosophy is nothing but a logical record of this 
experiment.14 

and 

We must suppose that Skovoroda was inspired by reading 
mystical literature, but that he worked … his thoughts out 
independently, utilizing only materials in his memory, 
interpreting the Bible in the spirit of his thought and 
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depending on his own spiritual experience.15 

Since this interpretation of Skovoroda seems to me the most 
comprehensive and accurate, I shall consider it in somewhat greater 
detail. 

     The first thing to note is how Skovoroda's life conforms to the pattern 
of the mystic's life. The mystic begins his adventure with God because of 
an overpowering sense of alienation and despair, a feeling of separation 
from all reality. He judges himself responsible for this separation, [16] 
and therefore feels guilty.16 This feeling is matched with a passionate 
desire to overcome it, to win God's approval, to reach an absolute 
certainty of his own position in reality. The road to God is an arduous 
one. The mystic must win control over his thoughts, passions, and 
appetites in order to subordinate himself completely to the single desire 
for God.17 By his efforts he produces in himself only the conditions for 
receiving God's revelation, which is always a free gift from God. In his 
mystical experience the mystic grasps reality by direct intuition, not by 
concepts and reasoning as the philosopher does. In this way he pierces 
the illusion of individual existence and separation from God. It is this 
experience that defines the mystic. But this experience is momentary and 
the mystic must return to the everyday world common to all men. He 
returns strengthened by his vision, to act and participate fully in this 
world. Thus, mystical experience leads to moral action just as moral 
action prepares men for mystical experience.18 

     If we examine Ern's book on Skovoroda, we find that these are 
precisely the points that Ern stresses in Skovoroda's life. He tries to show 
at length on the basis of biographical data and Skovoroda's poetry that 
Skovoroda was a deeply disturbed young man. In his restless travels a 
certain aimlessness and impulsiveness is evident.19 In his abandonment 
of his studies at the Kiev Academy and then in his probable breach of 
contract with General Vishnevsky whom he was to serve as a chapel 
singer, there is irresponsibility.20 [17] From his poems a deep pessimism, 
a despair at the chaos and evil in him and in the world, a boredom with 
life emerge clearly.21 The first step to overcoming this desperate 
condition, according to Kovalinskii, was taken during Skovoroda's 
second stay at Tamara's residence as tutor, around 1759, Skovoroda 
underwent a religious crisis, which resulted in a consecration of his life 
to God.22 After long years of virtuous living, strict self-discipline and 
dedicated work as teacher and writer, Skovoroda seems to have 
experienced a mystical vision in 1770.23 From Kovalinskii's description 
of this event it is evident that it was a mystical experience of some sort. 
The effect of this experience was to strengthen Skovoroda's resolve to 
serve God. To the end of his life, he practiced strict self-discipline, wrote 
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his philosophical dialogues, and traveled widely, teaching men to live 
happily and in harmony with God. Since most of his dialogues were 
written after 1770, this experience could have had an important influence 
on his thought. It is evident that the general pattern of the mystic's life is 
readily applicable to Skovoroda. 

     According to the definition of mysticism that I have adopted, the 
mystic is not defined by his experience alone. Having grasped the truth, 
the mystic must articulate it, communicate it and by this effort assert that 
his experience is not to be dismissed as merely subjective and emotional. 
His revelation is not merely private. His original intuition spreads itself 
out into a whole philosophical system, [18] a system that is an entity in 
itself, coherent and intelligible in its own terms. Philosophy is 
understood as an unending effort to interpret the vision in concepts, 
which together form an autonomous system. This system can be treated 
without reference to the author's personal experience. It can be evaluated 
just as any other philosophy can be evaluated on the basis of the 
problems raised and the adequacy and consistency of the answers. The 
same is true of Skovoroda's philosophy. Though it grew out of his 
personal experience, it has a universal significance. "Skovoroda's 
metaphysical positions are not at all membra disjecta without inner 
relation to one another, forming a certain external unity only in virtue of 
being expressed by a single person."24 

     If we are to deal with the nature or Skovoroda's philosophical system, 
it will be useful to place him in a certain tradition of philosophy. The 
mystic, like any other thinker, is dependent upon tradition and the state 
of knowledge at his time. However personal his vision may be, he must 
embody it in concepts and doctrines, which are not strictly his own 
creations, but the common deposit of the cultural tradition in which, he 
lives. He must appropriate the current concepts of his day, though he 
may change and modify them somewhat in order to express the truth as 
he sees it. His doctrines also are not formulated in a vacuum, but with the 
help of a philosophical tradition that offers him at least suggestions, if 
not ready-made doctrines that [19] need only to be shaped and 
synthesized. In a word, the mystic, like any other thinker, must be related 
in one way or another to a philosophical tradition. 

     Skovoroda's philosophy owns a great debt to ancient Greek 
philosophers and to the Fathers of the Eastern Church. His system as a 
whole is related most closely to the patristic tradition, which synthesizes 
classical, especially Platonic thought with doctrines of the Christian 
faith. Although this tradition was eclipsed later in the West by the 
medieval synthesis of Aristotle and Christianity, Skovoroda seems to 
have been affected much more by Platonic than by Aristotelian 
conceptions. 
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     We know that during Skovoroda's studies at the Kiev Academy 
philosophical and theological questions occupied the center of attention. 
This was a time when new materials of ancient philosophy and literature 
uncovered during the Renaissance period were receiving much study and 
were giving rise to a new neo-scholastic philosophy. This philosophy 
was not a mere repetition of the medieval synthesis of Greek philosophy 
with Christian faith, but a new product, a new synthesis that took into 
account both medieval philosophy and the ancient documents uncovered 
during the Renaissance. This work was further stimulated in the Ukraine 
by the religious controversy between the defenders of Orthodoxy and the 
defenders of the Union with Rome. The Protestant and Catholic theology 
of contemporary Western Europe also received much attention. 
Chyzhevskyi thinks that Skovoroda's [20] debt to tradition can be fully 
explicated only by a thorough study of the works of two professors of the 
Academy who were the leading protagonists in the orthodox-unionist 
controversy -- T. Prokopovych and H. Konysky.25 Furthermore, from 
Kovalinskii's account of Skovoroda's life we know that his favorite 
authors were Plutarch, Philo Judaeus, Cicero, Horace, Lucian, Clement 
of Alexandria, Origen, Nilus of Sora, Dionysius the Areopagite, Maxim 
the Confessor, but his greatest love was the Bible.26 The sources of 
Skovoroda's philosophical concepts and doctrines are to be sought in 
these works. 

     If we glance at Skovoroda' s doctrinal debt to his Christian and pagan 
predecessors, classifying his philosophical system with those of the 
Fathers of the Church becomes fully justified. To begin with his debt to 
classical philosophy, there is no doubt that the greatest influence on 
Skovoroda is Plato. The Platonic dualism of appearance and reality is 
basic to Skovoroda's metaphysics. Skovoroda's emphasis on knowledge 
as man's highest activity and as the essential condition for a happy life is 
Platonic. The erotic aspect of knowing can also be traced to Plato. The 
concept of evil is Plato's. From Socrates, through Plato, comes also the 
doctrine of self-knowledge as the key to all knowledge and to happiness. 
Aristotle left his mark on Skovoroda in the doctrine of the eternity of the 
world. From the Stoics Skovoroda inherited a monistic tendency, and the 
concept of happiness as accessible to all men. Epicurus,  [21] whom 
Skovoroda valued greatly in spite of his unpopularity among Christians, 
taught Skovoroda that sweetness, pleasure in the sense of joy is the end 
of life and is accessible to all, and that what is difficult is unnecessary 
and what is necessary is not difficult. These Greek philosophies were 
also the most important influence on the Fathers of the Church.  In a 
characteristically patristic way Skovoroda recognized that faith and 
reason are not incompatible. Unlike Tertullian, who rejected pagan 
philosophy, Skovoroda felt that wisdom was granted to the pagan 
thinkers by God whom they sought and that their wisdom could and 
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should be incorporated into a Christian philosophy, a higher and fuller 
form of wisdom. As Kovalinskii states: 

Skovoroda maintained that in all these thinkers [Marcus 
Aurelius, Titus, Socrates, Plato] the higher spirit acted and 
therefore they do not deserve condemnation, but on the 
contrary they deserve respect and imitation of their love 
for truth. And if God is truth then they were his faithful 
servants.27 

Skovoroda's attitude to the Bible was also essentially patristic. He held 
that the Bible should not be interpreted literally, but allegorically: "I 
recognize and confess in it a spiritual reason, I perceive the divinely 
written law and the real meaning behind the literal one."28 Literal 
interpretations are nonsensical and lead only to unchristianlike 
intolerance and superstition. In metaphysics the influence or the 
Christian faith, especially of Biblical teachings, is marked most strongly 
in Skovoroda's monism. Just as in Philo Judaeus and the Fathers of the 
Church, God is the Supreme Being who creates and sustains all other 
beings. [22] Plato's ideas are internalized in God. They become his 
thoughts, his Logos, which mediates between God and things. Then also 
the identification of ideal man, who is an idea in each man, with Christ, a 
member of the triune God, is a Christian modification of Platonism. 
Skovoroda diverged from the Fathers of the Church in several ways, 
however. His rejection of the reality of miracles, the absence of any hint 
about original sin, and the Aristotelian doctrine of the timelessness of the 
world are very unpatristic. The various influences on Skovoroda by his 
predecessors may be traced in finer detail, yet they cannot be taken as a 
full account of his philosophy because this is an original creation. For 
almost every doctrine in his philosophy a similar doctrine can be found 
in Greek or Patristic philosophy, and yet all of his doctrines taken 
together form an organic system, which has no precedent and must be 
studied on its own terms. Bahalii summarizes this fact clearly and 
forcefully: 

He was one of those naturally gifted persons with whom 
the genius of our nation endows us from time to time, a 
sensitive deep thinker who erected an unusually strict 
logical system, free from all contradictions.… His primary 
spiritual relations … are not mystics nor free masons, but 
the Fathers and teachers of the Church and Philo 
Judaeus.29 

     To emphasize Skovoroda's originality Chyzhevskyi adopted a 
different approach in his study of Skovoroda. Since the tracing of 
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influences gives very little insight into the true value of Skovoroda's 
system, Chyzhevskyi seeks a tradition of philosophy in which 
philosophy would be a product and expression of the author's personal 
experience, in the [23] same way that Skovoroda's system emerged from 
the "depths of his own spirit."30 He finds Skovoroda's "spiritual brethren 
who are related to him not by accidental parallelisms in ideas, but by an 
integral understanding of the world and of life"31 in the German mystics 
such as Boehm, Weigel, Silesius, and Tauler. To prove his thesis 
Chyzhevskyi compiles an impressive catalogue of parallel thoughts, 
doctrines, and symbols. He also does not omit parallels with Plato, 
Plotinus, and various Fathers of the Church. The evidence shows 
conclusively that, although Skovoroda may not have been influenced by 
any one mystic in the formulation of his thought, he certainly is a mystic 
in the same tradition as the German mystics. 

     It is indubitable that whatever the influences of the Platonic-Christian 
tradition on Skovoroda were, he was an original philosopher. The best 
way to classify him is to consider him as a mystic, for two reasons. First, 
because his philosophy is the fruit of his mystical experience, and 
secondly because his philosophy in itself displays those features which 
are common to mystical philosophies. These features may be 
summarized as follows: a sharp dualism of the real and apparent 
modified by a monistic tendency that places the source and foundation of 
all reality in God. Good is identified with God, evil with the realm of 
appearances. Man finds himself between the two worlds and is free to 
choose between them. Though faith and obedience to God's will he 
achieves union with God, his salvation and [23] happiness. By placing 
his faith in appearances and surrendering to his desires, he comes to 
perdition and misery. Ethics is a doctrine of salvation, as well as of 
temporal happiness. 

     Skovoroda's ethics departs in one way from the ethics of most mystics 
in the tradition of the mysticism I have defined. Although the structure of 
his system and its relation to his personal experience are mystical, his 
ethics is not a road to mystical experience. In fact, mystical experience is 
not mentioned in his philosophy. The act of faith is the focal point of 
man's union with God, and also the starting point of the truly ethical life. 
The ethical life is in a sense a progressive achievement of closer union 
with God through perfecting one's obedience to his will, but the end of 
ethics is not mystical experience. It is happy temporal existence and 
"peace of soul."32 Though he mentions personal immortality and 
believes in it, he has very little to say about the after-life. 

     Bahalii, an excellent Skovoroda scholar, thinks the most accurate 
description of Skovoroda is that of a Christian philosopher because 
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"religion was for him philosophy and philosophy religion."33 This is 
true, and I have shown that Skovoroda fits into the patristic tradition of 
Christian philosophy very well. But this definition fails to stress the 
organic connection of Skovoroda's philosophy with his lived experience, 
and this connection is of great importance because it gives a practical 
tone to his philosophy and [25] a strong emphasis on the ethical life. The 
notion of mystic as I have defined it includes both the religious 
orientation of his philosophical system and also its intimate relation to 
the philosopher's personal life. For this reason it is the most accurate 
designation for Skovoroda. 

(4) Doctrinal Emphases 

     Skovoroda's philosophy has been interpreted in three different ways, 
with the primary emphasis being placed on his ethics, or his 
epistemology, or his doctrine of man. Each of these viewpoints of his 
system has certain merits and highlights important parts of the system. 
The fact that it had been arranged in three different ways indicates that 
Skovoroda himself did not explicitly systematize and connect the various 
parts of his philosophy. The fact that his system can be effectively and 
fully explicated by beginning from three different viewpoints shows that 
all his doctrines do fall into a closely interwoven pattern, in which every 
part is internally related to every other part. 

(a) The Ethical Emphasis 

     The ethical interpretation values Skovoroda' s system primarily for its 
practical teachings and sees the speculative parts -- the metaphysical, 
anthropological and epistemological doctrines -- merely as the 
framework and prop for the ethics. This view is expressed well by 
Kotovych: 

Skovoroda's teachings have a purely practical significance.
… In dealing with the question of first principle in things, 
Skovoroda does not dwell on it exclusively. He uses it 
only as a support for his laws of [26] morality. He has 
need of it only to the extent to which it helps him to solve 
the practical question of action.34 

This view calls attention to some real aspects of Skovoroda's philosophy. 
First, his metaphysics, anthropology and epistemology do not receive as 
much attention as his ethics. They are merely sketched in and leave 
many problems not only unanswered, but even unconsidered. He is not 
interested in purely speculative and theoretical problems. What he does 
discuss is always closely connected with his ethics, and seems to be 
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discussed only for that purpose. His ethics is the most extensively and 
fully developed part of his system. The clarity, the systematic 
consistency and the originality of its principles is unrivaled by any other 
part. We have Kovalinskii's declaration of Skovoroda's main interest and 
preoccupation in philosophy: 

Philosophy, or love of wisdom directs all its efforts to the 
end of giving life to our spirit, nobility to our heart, light to 
our thoughts, which are the head of everything. When the 
spirit in man is gay, the thoughts quiet, the heart peaceful, 
then everything is bright, happy, and blessed. This is 
philosophy.35 

His whole life was devoted to learning how to live well and to teaching 
this art to others. He often ridicules the intellectuals who are so dedicated 
to their sciences that they forget that these are merely tools for happy 
living and not ends in themselves: 

Mathematics, medicine, physics, mechanics, music with 
their ungovernable sisters; the more we taste of their 
richness, the more does our heart burn with hunger and 
thirst, while our dull dumbness does not even suspect that 
they are all handmaids serving a mistress and the tail in 
relation to the head without which the whole body is 
ineffective.36 [27] 

     To make Skovoroda's ethics the focal point of his system, however, is 
to disregard the fact that the wisdom to which he refers as the "mistress" 
and the "head" is much more than simply the rules of good living and the 
theory of happiness. By wisdom he means also insight into true reality 
beyond mere appearance, into the nature of the universe as well as the 
nature of man. In fact the teaching that true knowledge must precede 
good living is central to Skovoroda's philosophy. Metaphysics and the 
theory of man are essential to his ethics not only as the ultimate grounds 
on which the ethics is based, but also in another way. His ethics itself 
emphasizes its subordination to insight into reality. It declares itself to be 
only a consequence of the individual's insight into his own nature and the 
structure of reality. An ethics, which does not begin with metaphysical 
commitments, is self-frustrating for it cannot fulfil its function, i.e., lead 
to a happy life. Skovoroda's ethics is not formalistic: he does not believe 
that the observance of certain laws is sufficient for happiness. On the 
contrary, he emphasizes the necessity of insight into the reasons behind 
these laws. It is these ultimate reasons that give meaning to moral laws, 
to action and to life itself. Without them his notion of happiness and his 
whole theory of ethics would be misinterpreted. 
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(b) The Epistemological Emphasis 

     Another interpretation of Skovoroda 's philosophy gives precedence 
to his epistemological doctrine of the two ways of [28] knowing. It 
rightly emphasizes the epistemological dualism in Skovoroda based on 
the distinction of sensory knowledge, which attains only the surfaces of 
things and is temporally prior, from spiritual knowledge, which pierces 
through the surfaces and sees everything in its ultimate reality. 
Skovoroda discusses these two ways of knowing at great length. The act 
of faith has a central importance in his philosophy, because it is both the 
act of perceiving the real nature of things and also the starting point of 
his ethics. But why give priority to epistemology? Zenkovsky explains 
this step by claiming that the doctrine of the two ways of knowing leads 
to the doctrine of the duality of being. "Epistemology becomes a doctrine 
of the duality of being itself."37 But if this is true, then the reverse is 
certainly true also. "The reality of being was different on the surface and 
in the depths; and this led Skovoroda to the epistemological dualism 
which became central to his philosophy."38 As in all systems of 
philosophy, epistemology and metaphysics circularly support each other. 
Epistemology shows how reality is perceived to be what metaphysics 
holds it to be, and metaphysics explains how knowing is possible. 
Epistemology justifies metaphysics, and metaphysics justifies 
epistemology. To give precedence to epistemology is to associate 
philosophy with a Kantian critique. In the case of Skovoroda any such 
association would be completely false. 

(c) The Anthropological Emphasis 

     The third view which takes Skovoroda's anthropology or [29] 
doctrine of man as the focal point of his system, is in my opinion correct. 
If I deal with this position at greater length and in fuller retail than with 
its rivals, it is not simply because I happen to approve of it, nor only 
because it gives a key to the organization of this paper, but mainly 
because it provides the best insight into the tightly knit unity of 
Skovoroda's system. Skovoroda has a well developed doctrine of the 
metaphysical structure of man which is based on more general 
metaphysical principles and which provides the immediate foundation 
for his ethics But his doctrine of man is not simply a department of the 
system as a whole. It is much more than one part among others, for it is a 
fundamental aspect of his metaphysics and his epistemology. In a word, 
his metaphysics and his epistemology are "humanized." Neither reality 
nor knowledge can be treated in abstraction from his theory of man's 
ontological structure. Ern expresses this fact thus: 

The first property that basically characterizes all the 
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thought of Skovoroda is a deep and fearless 
anthropologism. For Skovoroda the key to all riddles of 
life, cosmic as well as divine, is man because all questions 
and all secrets for him are concentrated in man.39 

     It is difficult to explain with precision the way in which Skovoroda's 
metaphysics is "humanized" because he has left only a few short 
statements on this topic. To begin with, we find a doctrine of 
metaphysical parallelism between man and reality such that the 
dichotomy of God and the world in the macrocosm is reflected on a 
smaller scale in man. Skovoroda often speaks of the one Christ who is 
one is all [30] men and wholly in each man, and the body or man is an 
obvious counterpart of the world. Thus, the whole of reality is contained 
in miniature form in man. But it is not this parallelism that defines 
Skovoroda's "humanization of metaphysics."  Were this the meaning of 
"humanization," it might have been said with equal validity that 
Skovoroda rather than "humanizing" the universe, "universalizes" man. 
To explain how reality is permeated with the presence of man, I shall 
deal separately with the world and with God. 

     The world is "humanized" not only because it is contained in man, but 
because it derives its meaning and finds its fulfilment in man. 
Unfortunately, Skovoroda does not go beyond a few statements on this 
topic: 

But all this variously disguised flesh, all this measureless 
multitude and appearance is devoured and assimilated into 
man just as the largest tree turned to rot and decay and 
nothingness is safely hidden in its seed as in the smallest 
point, with all its branches, leaves, and  fruit.40 

Clearly, one purpose of the world's existence is to give sustenance to 
man's body and to enable him to lead a temporal life. The world becomes 
an extension of man's body, a substance that perpetually is being 
transformed into human substance. Thus, one side of the parallelism 
between man and the great world is established. But just as man's 
temporal existence is aimed at a higher end so also the first function of 
the world as the sustenance of human life is subordinated to a higher 
function. Man's purpose in life is to discover God, to live according to 
his will, and thus become freely like God. The world participates in this 
process also. The [31] world is a sign of God, his visible manifestation 
which should lead man's thoughts beyond itself to God. All externality, 
all appearances are aimed at man, and are to lead him to God: 

[O]f all ceremonies in whatever lands and times, of all 
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knots, of all secret images in seals and signs, man is the 
center or end. Here everything ends.… Whatever it may 
be: a deed, action or word -- everything is an empty 
nothingness if it has not become an event in man 
himself.41 

The world, like a ceremony or a sign, exists not for itself but to signify, 
to point out something else to man. Thus, the world is connected with 
man in two ways and shares in his destiny: 

Everything that is designated there in the world must by 
necessity come to fulfillment in man himself.… This is 
why Paul, mentioning the sun, moon and stars ties all of 
them to the resurrection, that is, to man.42 

     If man achieves harmony with God and a new level of "divinized" 
life, then the world has fulfilled its end and is raised to a higher existence 
also. Without man the existence of the world would be pointless. 

     Not only the world but also God is "humanized" in Skovoroda. God is 
a trinity and one of the persons of the trinity is Christ, the God-man. Also 
Christ is the ideal man who lives in each particular empirical man and 
sustains him as the center of his being. Thus, God is inextricably 
involved in the life of every individual whether the individual realizes 
this or not. I shall deal with the Christ-man relationship in detail later. 
The point I wish to make is that God bears a human face in the person of 
Christi who is [32] the ideal man, the end of man and the metaphysical 
foundation of man's existence. 

     Skovoroda's epistemology is "humanized" because he sees 
knowledge, especially ultimate knowledge as the activity of the whole 
man, not of reason alone. True knowledge must not only satisfy the 
demands of reason for intelligibility, it must also satisfy the yearning of 
the heart for the highest good, eternal happiness. Knowledge involves 
both reason and will, and true knowledge is faith rather than speculative 
theory. As faith, it has a profound influence on man's existence and 
actions. 

     Skovoroda's epistemology is "humanized" in another way also 
because its basic principle is that all knowledge begins in self-
knowledge. Since man is the microcosm that reflects all the structures of 
the macrocosm both God and the world can be known, or rather can only 
be known, through self-knowledge. "He who is blind at home is blind 
also on visits."43 We cannot know the ultimate nature of the material 
world without first discovering the nature of our body. Without 
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recognizing our body's relation to God, we cannot perceive the true 
relation of the universe to God; that is, we cannot know the ultimate 
nature of the universe. 

     Just as the world can be known only through self-knowledge, so too 
God can be known only by discovering Him within ourselves. Thus, all 
ultimate knowledge, all wisdom which has as its object the nature of God 
and the world can be attained only by first discovering the full nature of 
man [33] in ourselves. This epistemological position does not imply 
idealism or relativism of knowledge. Given the parallelism of ontological 
structure in the microcosm and the macrocosm, it is apparent why the 
one can be known through the other. Knowledge of the microcosm takes 
precedence because the microcosm is closer to us (it is us) than the 
macrocosm. This makes it easier to discover the truth about the former 
than the latter. A more detailed explanation of Skovoroda's reasons for 
adopting this position must be left for later. If Skovoroda's belief in the 
revelation of the world through the scrutiny of one's body sounds 
childishly unscientific, it must: be borne in mind that he is not speaking 
of scientific knowledge of the world, but of ultimate metaphysical 
knowledge which knows the world truly when it perceives its relation to 
God. This type of knowledge can be discovered by examining the 
relation of our body to God. It should be clear by now that Skovoroda's 
doctrine of man and his destiny has a marked influence both on his 
metaphysics and his epistemology which are the two fundamental parts 
of any philosophical system. For this reason, it must be treated as the 
focal doctrine of his philosophy. [34] 
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CHAPTER II:  METAPHYSICS

      The metaphysical principles in a system of philosophy constitute the 
ground plan of the philosophy, a plan which other sections must 
presuppose and on which they must built. The theory of man deals with a 
particular type of being and, therefore, must incorporate in itself the 
metaphysical principles that apply to all being, supplementing them with 
principles that are specific to man and differentiate him from other 
beings. For this reason it is necessary to deal with Skovoroda's 
metaphysics, at least briefly, before considering his theory of man. A 
clear outline of his basic metaphysical positions will serve as a guide to 
an adequate interpretation of his views on man. 

      Skovoroda recognizes the existence of three worlds: 

There are three worlds. The first is the universal and 
inhabited world where every creature dwells. It consists of 
countless little worlds.… The other two are partial and 
little worlds. The first microcosm or little world is man. 
The second is the symbolic world, that is, the Bible.1 

All three worlds have a parallel structure, a dualism of appearance and 
reality, outer surface and inner core, inessential and essential, Thus, by 
studying one of the worlds, we at same time gain insight into the other 
worlds. Here, by studying the macrocosm I hope to learn something of 
the microcosm -- man. [38] 

     Skovoroda's metaphysics is developed only in outline. He does not 
pause to consider various fine points. Even on cardinal issues he leaves 
us with only a few inadequate hints as to his solutions. The interpreter 
often finds himself on insecure ground with some evidence urging him 
towards one interpretation, and some towards another. Nevertheless, 
Skovoroda's metaphysical position can be systematized without doing 
violence to his thought. The most illuminating general characterization 
of his metaphysics is found in Chyzhevskyi: "The metaphysical 
principles of Skovoroda are united by one basic viewpoint: a 
'monodualism.'"2 

     The essence of this position consists, first, in sharply distinguishing 
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between two contradictory natures that constitute reality and, secondly, 
in mediating this dichotomy by holding one of the natures completely 
dependent on the other for its being and value. Thus, the radical dualism 
first formulated is modified towards monism without destroying the real 
distinction between the two natures. The balance between dualism and 
monism is very fine and therefore difficult to maintain. Yet, it is basic to 
the tradition of religious and mystical philosophies to which Skovoroda's 
thought belongs. 

1. The Rejection of the Pantheistic Interpretation 

      In order to grasp a complex truth it is often easier to approach it 
indirectly, that is, through error. To understand Skovoroda's 
"monodualism" I shall begin with a [39] false interpretation that sees in 
his metaphysics only monism or pantheism. 

      All Soviet scholars, with remarkable unanimity declare Skovoroda to 
be a pantheist. "He pantheistically absorbed God into nature because to 
him God was nothing but 'nature.'"3 And from there they go on to argue 
that by identifying God with nature he was not spiritualizing nature but 
materializing God. The proof lies in his doctrine of the eternity and 
limitlessness of matter. Thus, Skovoroda's teaching on the two worlds … 
in the last analysis has its foundation in materialism."4 After stating this 
position the interpreter will usually modify it by admitting that 
Skovoroda failed to work out this doctrine consistently and that 
spiritualistic, idealistic, theistic elements, unfortunately, contaminated 
his philosophy, but these should be seen as consequences of the 
historical limitations placed on him by the culture in which he lived and 
should be forgiven. At heart and in intention he was a materialist. 
Although this interpretation sounds fantastic, it becomes almost plausible 
it we accept the first step. If Skovoroda is a pantheist; that is, if he 
identifies God with nature, then it becomes an easy task to show that 
nature is material and, therefore, that God is matter. Skovoroda becomes 
a materialist very similar to the Stoics. It must be granted that there are 
some parts of Skovoroda's works that have a very pantheistic sound. The 
best one of them is the following passage: [40] 

Why not call Him in whom the whole world with its fruits 
is hidden like a blooming tree in its seed and from whom it 
appears by the name designating all creatures, that is, 
Nature.… [He] is called Nature because every external 
event is born from [his] secret unlimited interior as from a 
universal mother's womb, and hence gets its temporal 
beginning. And since this birth-giving mother does not 
receive anything, but gives birth of itself, she is called both 
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father and beginning without beginning or end, and it is 
limited neither by place nor time.5 

Even this passage does not require necessarily a pantheistic 
interpretation. Other passages frequently quoted to support a pantheistic 
interpretation are not even as strong as this one, as for example: 

 Is he not the being of everything? He is the true tree in the 
tree, the true grass in the grass, the true music in music.… 
He is anything in everything because truth is God's.6 

Here a distinction should be made between the true and the whole tree, 
grass, or music, and it can be argued that not God but his "truth" or his 
thought is in things. In fact, this interpretation will turn out to be the best 
one. The pantheistic interpretation based on such limited evidence cannot 
be accepted. Skovoroda refutes it in his own words in various passages: 
"Everything is similar to You [God] and You to everything but nothing 
is You, nor are You anything but Yourself. Nothing is like You."7 To 
confuse God with his creatures is blasphemy.8 Moreover, Skovoroda's 
doctrine of dualism, which is developed extensively, cannot be rejected 
nor reinterpreted so as to fit into a pantheistic metaphysics. As we shall 
see his position is rather panentheistic. [41] 

2. The Dualism of God and the World 

      Just as sometimes he sounds more like a monist than he actually is, 
so also Skovoroda sometimes exaggerates his dualism: "Sooner will two 
cats in a sack be reconciled than the two principles in the world."9 But in 
other passages he is less vehement: 

The universe consists of two natures: one visible, the other 
invisible. The invisible is called God. This invisible nature 
or God penetrates and sustains all creation and is and will 
be present everywhere and at all times.10 

The same contrast is drawn effectively in images: 

This one is the chasuble, that one the body, this -- the 
shadow, that -- the tree, this -- matter and that -- the 
substance; that is the foundation sustaining the material 
mud just as the picture sustains its paint.11 

The dualism is clearly drawn. On one side we have God, the eternal, 
stable oneness that is the source and end of all appearances. "The 
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beginning and end are the same as God or eternity. Nothing is before or 
after it. It contains everything in its unlimited interior."12 For this reason 
God is not a part, nor is he made up of parts. On the other side we have 
the realm of appearances or shadows. These are unceasingly changing, 
emerging in birth and disappearing in death. The world of shadows 
consists a multiplicity of various forms like "grains of sand"13 and 
derives its unity only from God just as variously shaped shadows are one 
in virtue of the singleness of the object of which they are shadows. 

     The precise relation between the two natures remains to be settled and 
this is a difficult problem which Skovoroda [42] treats not systematically 
but in numerous fragments scattered through the dialogues. So far it is 
evident that God sustains the world in being, but how does he 
accomplish this? In some sense he is in things. Is he immanent in things? 
Some interpreters take God to be completely immanent in material 
things,14 and there are undoubtedly many passages in Skovoroda that 
state exactly this. I am convinced, however, that this interpretation is 
false, that God is transcendent though not completely separated from the 
world. He is present in things but not directly, only through his ideas. 

     Often, instead of speaking of God, Skovoroda speaks of the "eternal 
plan," "law," "thought,'' or "truth"15 as the support and ruler of all things. 
This reminds us of Plato's ideas. Sometimes Skovoroda equates this law 
or truth with God: "And what is God if not the eternal head and secret 
law in creatures?"16 Therefore, we may safely assume that whenever he 
speaks of God as being in a thing, he is rather referring to God's idea in 
it. Sometimes we find passages with a strong suggestion of the 
transcendence of God, such as this one: "all this garbage breathes 
(dyshet) God and eternity and God's spirit passes above this puddle and 
deception."17 God transcends his creatures and yet He is also in them by 
means of his ideas. This interpretation is confirmed by Skovoroda's 
doctrine of the dualistic structure of things. 

3. The Dualism of Idea and Matter 

     God is transcendent, and thus there arises a first dichotomy between 
God and the world. God is also immanent [43] in some way and 
therefore we find a second dichotomy of matter and idea,18 or matter and 
spirit in things. Skovoroda's discussion of the ontological structure of 
things expresses a dualism that is reminiscent of Plato: 

All three worlds consist of two natures in one, named 
matter and form. In Plato these forms are named idea, that 
is, presentations (videniia), appearances (vidy), images 
(obrazy).19 These forms are the original worlds, the 
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underived secret threads penetrating and sustaining matter 
or shadows. In the great and small worlds the material 
appearance indicates a form or an eternal image hidden 
under it.20 

The dualism of matter and idea is not exactly a replica of Plato's doctrine 
because Skovoroda has an entirely different conception of both matter 
and idea. This passage shows definitely that Skovoroda wants to 
maintain a dual structure in things. For a clearer and fuller statement of 
the composition of creatures and their relation to God is found in the 
doctrine of creation. 

      Kovalinskii states that according to Skovoroda's teachings, God 
creates in the following manner: "These wishes of the eternal will 
dressed themselves in thoughts and thoughts in images and the images in 
material pictures."21 Skovoroda himself states that God creates by 
naming, because for God "the name and the being are one; to name is to 
give [44] being."22 God is then a mind (this is the best name for God)23 
that is a transcendent source of ideas that give rise to appearances. The 
act of creation is not a more shaping or preexisting matter, but a thrusting 
forth of the whole composite thing, matter and form. The image of the 
shadow, which is central to Skovoroda's metaphysics, expresses this idea 
effectively. The thing comes into existence in the same way as the 
shadow, that is, all at once, with the form giving a certain shape to the 
"shadowy" material that arises simultaneously with it. Matter gains 
existence only through form: 

When this invisible and unorganized matter emerges from 
its nothingness into its very source, then from nothingness 
it becomes something and ceases to be nothing.24 

Just as the thing emerges into existence when God calls it forth by means 
of his thought, so too it disappears from the world when God retracts his 
idea and reabsorbs it, as it were, into Himself. 

     This discussion casts some light on the curious nature of matter and 
the material world according to Skovoroda. The creature as idea remains 
eternally in God, only its appearing undergoes birth, change, and 
extinction: 

The true images even before their appearance on the wall 
were always in the mind of the artist. They were not born 
nor will they die. The paints, however, by clinging to them 
present them in material appearance, and then by peeling 
away from them, carry their appearance from sight. But 
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they do not take away their eternal being, just as the 
disappearing shadow does not alter the tree.25 

Matter, then, adds nothing to the eternal thing but the quality of 
appearing. To be a material thing means only to be a visible idea, an 
eternal idea of God taking on appearance. [45] Skovoroda does not 
distinguish substance from accidents, matter from qualities. For him 
matter is not an invisible substratum that supports sense qualities. It is 
the whole sensible appearance, not subjective merely as in Berkeley, but 
objective. To be an appearance does not necessarily mean to be 
perceived. Appearance here is a subordinate mode of being, a mode 
dependent entirely upon the divine ideas and ultimately on God. This 
dependence is comparable to the dependence of quality on substance. 

     The material aspect of a thing is the quality of manifestation of the 
internal, invisible aspect of the thing. This relation between the inner and 
outer aspects of a thing suggests some degree of correspondence in 
content between the two. Although the outer aspect is changing and 
mortal, it is an "image"26 of the inner aspect and adheres to it: 

This slave by its externality as with paints casts a shadow 
over all holy things and by means of the shadow presents 
all the hidden treasure in the unattainable inwardness of 
the divine nature -- since the actual truth is invisible -- to 
our corrupt and infantile minds.27 

Since there is not only the relation of ontological dependence between 
the appearance and the divine idea in it, but also one of correspondence, 
the material things can by taken as manifestations of God's ideas, which 
in turn are invisible manifestations of God and, therefore, indirectly, the 
world is a visible manifestation of God. Thus, Skovoroda speaks of  
God's "footprints" on things, which lead to God as "by a path."28 This 
relation of the material world to God and the outer appearance of the 
thing to its inner nature, is [46] the essence of Skovoroda's symbolist 
ontology. 

      Skovoroda's doctrine of creation is complicated by his doctrine of the 
eternity of the visible world. Although the particular material, object is 
born and dies, appears and disappears just as God wills, the world as a 
whole was never created and will never disappear. It is coeternal with 
God as his necessary visible manifestation: 

For as long as there is an apple tree, there is also its 
shadow with it.… But the shadow of eternity is always 
green and is limited neither by time nor space. This world 
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and all the countless worlds are the shadow of God. It 
partially disappears from sight, does not stay constant and 
takes on a multitude of appearances, but nevertheless it 
never separates from its living tree … materia aeterna -- 
"matter is eternally," that is, it fills all space and time.29 

This doctrine, which echoes Aristotle, becomes clearer if we remember 
that whenever one thing disappears another appears in its place. There is 
a constant equilibrium between births and deaths in the material world. 
"Unius interitus est alterius generatio -- 'the destruction of one thing 
gives birth to another'"30 (Skovoroda's translation of the Latin). The 
world exists by a necessity that does not extend to the existence of its 
parts. The totality is necessary, while the particulars in it are contingent 
upon God's will. This does not mean, however, that the world's existence 
is in any way less dependent upon God and his sustaining function. Both 
the totality and the particulars are appearances. 

      Chyzhevskyi interprets this doctrine in more traditional Christian 
terms. He takes the eternity of the world to consist in its presence in 
God's mind as idea from all eternity. [47] With the act of creation this 
world and time itself come into existence.31 This definitely is not 
Skovoroda's view of the matter. For him the world in its material 
manifestation exists from all time as the shadow of God. This original 
synthesis of Aristotelian and Christian doctrine worries Ern who sees in 
it an absolute dualism, an eternal existence of evil over which God is 
powerless.32 He dismisses this doctrine as being merely an accidental 
feature of Skovoroda's rationalism, a feature that Skovoroda simply 
discards when he turns to biblical monism. The mistake Ern makes lies 
in identifying the world with evil. God certainly is powerless in a way: 
he cannot cease manifesting himself, but this does not mean that there is 
an absolute gulf between him and his shadow, nor that evil is coeternal 
with God or a co-principle of God. This is an important point. 

     Although Skovoroda consistently speaks of the material world in 
negative terms as shadow, dust, corruption, and nothingness, it is a 
mistake to identify the world with evil. Some of the terms he uses for 
matter -- "the enemy of the spirit," a "cunning" nature, a "lie"33 are 
almost equivalent to the term "evil," and yet Skovoroda never applies 
this term itself to matter. These expressions should not be taken too 
literally. What Skovoroda has in mind is that matter or sense appearances 
like any symbol hide as much as they reveal. They may easily mislead 
the unwary reader who accepts the obvious, the literal for the true. But 
matter itself is not to be blamed for man's [48] mistakes.34 Man must 
bear full responsibility for his blindness to truth. The Bible is a book of 
symbols and may mislead. For this reason Skovoroda calls it, his favorite 
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book, a lie.35 Moreover Skovoroda states explicitly in many passages 
that all being is good. "Through [God's] holiness, does (his) shadow 
become holy too."36 It is for this reason that Skovoroda rejects the 
possibility of miracles. He cannot see what possible purpose they might 
serve, since everything created by God is as it should be: 

Everything that is unnecessary is unimportant and 
everything unnecessary is what is not possible at all times 
and all places.37 The possible and the necessary, the 
necessary and the useful are the same and in opposition to 
this. What glory and merit is there in doing the impossible?
38 

The miracles mentioned in the Bible must be understood as symbols not 
as facts.39 We are living in the best possible world.40 Thus there is no 
unbridgeable gulf between God and the world. Ern's fears that man 
might not be able to cross this gulf41 and become the child of God are 
unfounded. 

4. The Individuality of Things 

      The last problem I wish to raise is the problem of the ontological 
status of the individuality of material being. Is the individuality of a 
thing simply the consequence of its appearing, is it based on its material 
constituent, or is the divine idea, embodied in the thing, the true basis of 
its individuality? For Skovoroda God is in everything, as [49] the same 
tree is in all its shadows, the same substance in all its mirrored images. 
But as I have shown these words are not to be taken literally. Although 
he sometimes uses the relation of the word to its meaning as an 
illustration for the relation of the thing to its idea,42 the stress here lies on 
the manifesting function of the word, not on its individualizing function. 
Skovoroda omits any discussion of the universal and the particular, but I 
am convinced that he means to say that the divine idea in each thing is 
individuated rather than a universal idea. Skovoroda very often uses the 
terms "image" (obraz) "presentation" (vid) for the idea, thus implying 
that the divine essence in things is particular. Kovalinskii's account of 
creation43 supports my point affectively. But I am wary of basing my 
argument on terminology alone; therefore, I must mention two doctrines 
that support this interpretation of the nature and origin of individuation. 

      The first doctrine is that the eternal idea in a thing is the source of the 
thing's activities. The divine word in the creature is not merely a stable 
idea that gives form and structure to the composite as in Plato. The idea 
is also a principle of activity, a spirit, force, tendency, love. "Indeed, in 
this world there is matter and form, that is, flesh and spirit."44 This force 
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acts like a spring in a clock, giving motion and life to the thing.45 The 
spirit is not only the source of power but also the source of direction, it is 
an "aspiration … a divine prompting that [50] moves each creature by its 
own path to its place."46 This form in things cannot be a universal. It 
must be a particular entity, although the end to which it moves creatures 
may be common, and the activities of individuals in each species may be 
similar. 

      The second doctrine that supports this interpretation is the doctrine of 
immortality of all things. Death does not destroy anything, but simply 
cancels its appearing. The particular continues to exist in an invisible and 
eternal form: "how could you be so impudent as to say that with the 
breaking of the pot the vessel is destroyed?"47 The appearance is a 
manifestation of the hidden truth in it and corresponds in content to the 
ideal. There is no doctrine of participation or any preexistent matter as 
there is in Plato that would somehow unite the universal forms and 
individuate the composite. The visible image is an invisible image 
revealed or manifested, and while the former may disappear, the latter is 
eternal in God's mind. Thus, the multiplicity in the world is finally drawn 
into God's mind and in this way receives its unity. 

      The cardinal principles of Skovoroda's metaphysics have been 
outlined: reality consists of two natures, God and the material world. The 
former is the source and the support of the latter, hence the latter though 
inferior is good. All creatures are distinct but inseparable from God. 
They are visible manifestations or symbols of God. Each thing is a 
composite of matter and divine idea; and while its appearing [51] is 
temporal, its true being in God's mind is eternal. With these principles in 
mind, we turn now to the study of man. [52] 
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CHAPTER III: MAN'S ONTOLOGICAL STRUCTURE

In Skovoroda's philosophy man occupies a special place in many ways. 
In the world of creatures he alone is a microcosm, a world to himself. It 
is not difficult to surmise the reasons for positing man as another world. 
This concept of man is traditional in Greek and Christian philosophy, 
and it is based on the attributes of rational thought and freedom in man. 
Of all creatures only man has the capacity to know and love the truth. By 
these attributes man also resembles God. Often Skovoroda speaks of the 
Christ in man. Although he does not identify reason or mind in man as 
man's essence, he is overwhelmed by its mystery and power. Thought is 
the creative activity of God by which God calls everything into 
existence, and therefore thought has a value higher than creaturely being 
itself. A spark of this divine power was given to man. Though his 
thought is of a less potent form, since it cannot create out of nothingness, 
man becomes through it the master of all creation: 

Thought is like air. Air is not seen among the elements, 
but it is harder than earth, more powerful than water; it 
breaks trees, overturns buildings, drives waves and ships 
before it.1 

By possessing thought and freedom man is closer to God than any other 
creature, but he is also confronted with a danger to which other creatures 
are not exposed. He can [56] choose God deliberately and thus become 
one with him in a way impossible to other creatures, but he can also turn 
away from God and thus alienate himself from him as no other creature 
can. All creatures except man are governed strictly by God and adhere 
necessarily to the divine plan or God's idea inherent in them. Their 
activities must conform to God's intentions for them. 

Man is the tool of God, a tool that freely submits himself 
to the action and love of God.… All creatures are coarse 
instruments and organs of the highest Being: only man is 
his noblest tool with the advantage of freedom, and 
consequently he is both valued and responsible for the use 
he makes of this right.2 

      Only man is given the dangerous privilege of determining for himself 
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what he will love and seek in life; that is, what he will be. Man's 
decisions are real and weighty with consequences. On them depends the 
quality of his existence, the fulfilment of his nature or its frustration, his 
happiness or misery. By his decision to love and obey God, man 
veritably creates himself a second time, his first creation being God's 
decision, not his. He may create of himself an animal or a god. 
Skovoroda's emphasis upon the act of self-definition has an existentialist 
ring. It comes as no surprise, however, if we recall that Skovoroda's 
philosophy grew out of his own lived experience and personal problems. 
In moral seriousness and attention to man's temporal existence, 
Skovoroda closely resembles present existentialist thinkers. 

      Because of his resemblance to God, man is not only a universe unto 
itself, but also the end and justification [57] for the existence of the other 
two universes -- the macrocosm and the Bible. The macrocosm exists for 
the purpose of sustaining the adventure of human life in which God 
intends man to achieve both union with Him and happiness. The universe 
is like a stage on which man is assigned a role by his director, God. Man 
improvises a comedy as God looks on and sees to it that each actor is 
provided with all the necessary accouterments for his role. The secret of 
success lies in following the director's directives. The other microcosm, 
the Bible, is another world3 that exists for man. It is God's revelation to 
man dressed in symbolic form. It contains in miniature all the symbols of 
God that the macrocosm contains, and in both the symbols have the same 
function -- that of leading man's thoughts to God. Yet, because of the 
ambiguous character of the symbol, which hides as much as it reveals, 
man cannot interpret the symbols in both worlds correctly unless he has 
first discovered the truth about his own nature. To the wise reader both 
worlds are a source of truth and delight. To the unwise they are sources 
of error and perdition. All creation, great and small is man-centered, and 
justly so, for unlike any other world man is God-centered. 

      The anthropological orientation of Skovoroda's whole philosophy 
can be attributed to the fact that it was so closely related to his personal 
life. His philosophy is a record of his own search for meaning and 
purpose to his existence and for guidance in actions. Since his 
philosophical [58] enterprise was not purely speculative, and was not 
carried out in a quiet study isolated from the concerns of living, it was 
directed precisely at those problems which human existence, not theory, 
raises. His primary desire was to answer the question of man's ultimate 
destiny and to indicate a course to a truly happy life. To accomplish this 
Skovoroda had to go beyond ethics to the theory of man, and beyond 
man to metaphysics. But at all stages of his thinking, he aims steadfastly 
at one goal -- the happy human life. It is little wonder then, that he seeks 
to highlight those aspects or reality which have some bearing on the 
questions man asks about himself. He dwells on those aspects of God, 
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the world and the Bible that will help man to discover himself. But to 
discover oneself means for Skovoroda not merely to know what one is 
but also how one ought to live. It is to learn what constitutes a truly 
happy life for man. Thus, his philosophy might be characterized as an 
anthropological pragmatism, had he not stressed the highest respect for 
truth and the primacy of truth over utility. For Skovoroda truth is not 
defined by utility, but on the contrary utility is defined by truth. True 
knowledge or wisdom is of the highest value for right practice precisely 
because it aims not at practice, but at reality as it is. For this reason his 
ethical and anthropological orientation does not detract from his 
metaphysics or his epistemology. 

     Since man is a creature, he shares with all other creatures a basic 
ontological structure. Man, however, is [59] unique among creatures, and 
consequently his ontological structure must in itself be unique. This 
uniqueness complicates man's structure. Another level of opposing 
principles is added to man. The dualism of body and idea is found in 
man as in all creatures, but in addition a dichotomy at the level of idea is 
developed. First, I shall discuss the body-idea dualism. 

1. The Body 

      Man's body like all bodies or matter is mere "earth," "shadow," 
"nothingness," "appearance," the "face" of the real, an "idol," a "mask," 
and "dust."4 As these images stress the body is an ephemeral, mortal, 
external manifestation of something hidden and unobservable. The body 
has no existence and no meaning in itself, but only in relation to what it 
reveals and conceals beneath it. The reality that gives existence and 
determination to the body is the "true body," God's idea of body, or the 
invisible "spiritual body." This is "God's finger" in us, the "head and the 
primary foundation and eternal plan of the body."5 This plan is eternal 
and unchanging while its external expression is unceasingly undergoing 
alteration, appears at birth and disappears at death. 

     In all non-human creatures the divine idea of body is the complete 
inner cause of existence and activity. At that level the form of the 
creature is identical with the idea of its body because all the functions of 
the creature are bodily. [60] This is true of both animate and inanimate 
beings. In man, however, there is a complication because another 
category of activities is subjectively observable. These are the psychic 
operations of thought and volition. Skovoroda does not discuss them nor 
attempt to differentiate them from the psychic life of animals. We may 
take it for granted, as he probably did, that there is a vast difference 
between the two, and that the difference lies in the rational nature and 
hence self-determining power of man's psychic life. 
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     In relation to the external body, thought is the master and director, the 
mover of the body, which in itself is blind and passive. The body is the 
"tail," which only follows the "head"6 and can do nothing by itself. 

The whole eternal body does not do anything nor act in 
anything itself. But it is the slave of our thoughts. 
Thought, its mistress, is in uninterrupted agitation day and 
night.7 

If the body is mere instrument and the thoughts are master, then it is 
truer to identify the real man with his thoughts than with his bodily 
appearance or action. "If one is sick in the heart, if one is not healthy in 
thought, then precisely the man himself suffers."8 This does not mean 
however, that man is essentially a thinking substance. For Skovoroda 
even the spiritual essence of man contains a reference to the body 
because it embraces the eternal idea of body. It is important to notice, 
however, that because thought is the master of the body, the body in 
itself cannot be either evil or good. Virtue and vice, good and evil in any 
sense, belong properly to the governing power, not the [61] instrument: 

What benefit is there for you in cutting off your external 
leg since it does not lead you into the trench but you 
yourself lead it?… How is your eternal eye guilty? It is 
you who open it.9 

The body, like a symbol, may be  the source of perdition, for it makes 
error and bad choice possible, but still does not make the choice, nor 
does it make error inevitable. For this reason error must be attributed 
solely to the agent making the judgment, that is, to thought. 

      An interesting question to raise before leaving this discussion of the 
body is that of the purpose of the body. Why does man have an external 
body? This question. involves ultimately the problem of the purpose of 
all creation. To ask for the purpose of man's body is to ask why does 
man appear in time, why does he appear in this visible world. But if the 
world appears as a whole to serve the ends of man's existence, then the 
purpose of man's appearing in time will also be the ultimate purpose of 
the existence of the material world. The problem of the purpose of the 
body is raised at one point in Skovoroda's dialogues, in an indirect way 
at least. The question arises why not detach or cut off oneself from one's 
body? There is a suggestion of suicide in this question. Unfortunately, 
Skovoroda's answer is very sketchy, though consistent with his 
metaphysical conceptions. He answers that since we cannot separate 
ourselves from the body, since we are attached to our body by necessity, 
this attachment is good and useful and we should not try to undo it.10 
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The argument that our association with [62] body is good rests on the 
premise that it is necessary and this argument is in harmony with 
Skovoroda's basic metaphysical principle that what is necessary is useful 
and what is not useful is unnecessary. The sense in which the body is 
necessary is not clear. Certainly, man can detach himself from it by 
destroying his body. What Skovoroda probably means is that the body 
was given to man, it was not chosen by him and is his by some higher 
necessity than his will -- a necessity that acts always in our interest.11 
But what light does this answer cast on the purpose of man's body? None 
at all. It merely states that somehow the body and the temporal existence 
of man have some use and are of some value. If we recall the doctrine of 
the necessary coexistence of the world with God, we may be able to 
construct an intelligible answer to this question. The end of the whole 
universe, including man, lies in serving as a manifestation of God. This 
manifestation is necessary and coeternal with God. But man is the 
highest part of this manifestation. He is that part for which all the other 
partial manifestations of God exist. He is, as we shall see, the most 
perfect and fullest manifestation of God. The temporal existence of the 
human race, then, must be coeternal with God. One final and extremely 
important point: if the end of man's existence is to make God manifest, 
then man's fulfilment and happiness lies in this life. To be happy is to 
bear witness to God. Unlike the Christian tradition, Skovoroda does not 
see the purpose of life in attaining one's salvation and eternal [63] 
happiness. All creatures are eternal by the very fact that they are created 
by God. They have no need to win eternal happiness because at death 
they return to God necessarily. There is neither hell nor punishment in 
the after-life. Creatures do have a need for fulfilment and happiness in 
their temporal existence and this need can be satisfied by being the free 
(in case of man) instruments of God. This doctrine of the purpose of 
man's temporal existence finds confirmation in Skovoroda's metaphysics 
and will find further substantiation in his ethics. 

2. "The Heart" 

     Just as the phenomenon of the body has its ontological basis in the 
idea of body, so also the phenomenal psychic life of man must have its 
root in some deeper reality. This ultimate ontological principle of our 
thoughts Skovoroda calls the heart: 

The true man is the heart in man. Deep is that heart and 
knowable only by God. It is the bottomless abyss of our 
thought; to say it simply, the soul, that is, the true being, 
the existing truth, the very essence (as they say) of our 
seed and power, of which our whole life consists and 
without which we are a dead shadow.12 
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Here in a capsule is Skovoroda's whole doctrine of man's heart. The 
heart, first, is not open to introspection, in the ordinary sense. It cannot 
be known as our psychic phenomena are known, by simple self-
reflection. The heart can be known fully only by God. Man can have 
some insight into his heart, but only by faith, not introspection. 
Secondly, the heart embraces all reality, since its thoughts [64] range 
freely through all reality, to all objects and are not prevented from 
penetrating to the most obscure secrets of reality. Thirdly, the heart is 
that principle which sustains the whole human composite in existence, 
the body as well as the psyche. This means that the heart contains as part 
of its structure the eternal idea of the body: 

The heart is the root. In it lives your very leg and the 
external dust is its boot.… Not only the leg but also the 
arms, eyes, ears, and tongue and the whole circle of your 
dummy-like limbs is nothing else but the clothes. The true 
parts themselves are hidden in the heart.13 

And just as it is the source of all being in man, the heart is also the 
source of all activities, activities of thought as well as bodily activities, 
since these are governed by thought. It not only determines the character 
of these activities, it is also the force and the power that makes all 
motion possible. "The flesh is nothing, the spirit is life-creating."14 Since 
the heart is not only the source of the being of each man, but also the 
source of all manifestations be they actions, bodily characteristics, or 
thoughts, it is often called the "true" or "exact" man. "Everyone is that 
whose heart is in him."15 

      The heart for Skovoroda undoubtedly includes the faculties of reason 
and will. At times he distinguishes these faculties, especially in his 
discussions of the ethical life, but he includes no ontological study of 
them in his works. The heart as the source of thoughts and desires or 
volitions may be identified with reason and will respectively, but it is 
obviously much more than a  faculty. It is the [65] fundamental principle 
of being in man, that which accounts both for his true nature and his 
existence. 

      Now, if the heart determines our thoughts and desires, then by 
analyzing these or more precisely their objects we may gain a general 
and vague notion of our heart. For Skovoroda the principle that like is 
known by like, "the head by the head and force is known by force"16 
plays an important role at this point. This principle enables him to 
deduce from the nature of the objects of our attention the nature of our 
heart. The objects we may love and desire or attend to are of two 
categories. They may be spiritual objects, the internal truth or God's 
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ideas in things or they may be material objects or the external 
appearances. The heart is divided in the same way as its objects, into the 
inner and the outer heart. Thus, we discover a new level of contraries, a 
deeper dualism of the very heart: "if there is a body above the body, then 
there is a head above the head and a new heart above the old heart."17 
This dualism is absent from sub-human creatures. Since these creatures 
cannot be aware of nor desire other than sensible objects, there can be no 
dichotomy in their heart or essence. Their heart is centered exclusively 
upon the needs and activities of the body, and therefore they lack choice, 
decision, and freedom. They are like automata activated by the present 
program that God inserts into them as their essence. The distinction 
between man and animal will become clear only after I have discussed 
fully the nature of the outer and the [66] inner hearts. 

3. "The Outer Heart" 

      The outer heart is the source of those thoughts, desires, and acts that 
are directed at the goods of the outer body. These goods include not only 
gross bodily necessities such as food, clothing, and shelter, but also 
aesthetic delights such as we find in music, perfumes, painting, and 
ornaments. These goods are all shadows for they are ephemeral, and the 
heart that concerns itself them is similar to them: "You are only a 
shadow, emptiness, and nothingness with a heart similar to your body.… 
Nothingness is loved by nothingness."18 We have seen that the body is 
necessary and therefore useful and good in some way. Now, since the 
outer heart provides for the body, attends to its welfare and thus supports 
its existence, the outer heart must also be good and useful. Like the body 
it may become a source of evil and perversion of man's true nature if it 
usurps the place of the true heart and establishes its monopoly over all of 
man's thoughts and desires. If kept in its place, as a subordinate 
principle, the outer heart is useful and helpful to man. 

      The ontological status of the outer heart must be distinguished from 
that of the ideal body. The divine idea of body in man is the source and 
ontological foundation of the outer body.  This idea belongs to a more 
fundamental level of the heart than the outer heart. The outer heart must 
not be taken as an ontological principle, but rather as a faculty [67] of the 
heart, a faculty of thought and volition occupied with the good of the 
temporal body. The outer heart itself is not self-sustaining, but is 
founded on a deeper principle -- the inner heart. Being directed at the 
outer body, this heart is temporal. Unlike the ideal body, this outer heart 
is born and dies with the outer body. As long as the body exists, 
however, this heart cannot be eliminated, and it remains throughout life a 
threat to the higher principle in man. It must be constantly reminded of 
its subordinate position, otherwise it will eclipse the inner heart. 
Thoughts and concern over the body will displace all thoughts about 
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man's true nature and the eternal truth. Thus, throughout life "these two 
hearts in each man are eternally at war."19  We now turn to the inner 
heart,  whose rightful place in our attention is threatened by the outer 
heart. 

4. "The Inner Heart" 

     I have already referred to the heart in Skovoroda's thought as the 
fundamental ontological principle in man, the source of his being and of 
all his activities among which thinking is of primary importance. The 
discussion on the principle of the outer heart makes it clear that all the 
properties and functions attributed first to the heart must now be 
transferred to the inner heart. The inner heart, which is also called the 
true man in man, Christ in man, or God in man, is the basic ontological 
principle in man, the principle that sustains and defines the whole 
structure of man and all his actions. The outer body and the outer heart 
[68] are its shadows. Clearly, the inner heart is the eternal divine idea of 
man in man. Like any other creature man receives his being from God 
and is therefore totally dependent upon him: 

You are the shadow of your true man. You are the 
chasuble, he is the body. You are the appearance and he is 
the truth in you. You are nothing and he is the being in 
you. You are mud and he is your beauty, image, and plan, 
but not your image and not your beauty since he is not 
your doing,20 but is in you and sustains you, oh, dust and 
nothingness!21 

The divine idea of man in each man is not only his better half, his true 
and immortal self. It is not only the divine element in him, for this is true 
of all creatures. All creatures are sustained by the divine idea in them. 
The divine idol in man, besides having its source in God, is divine in a 
second sense. It is the image of God himself, or rather of God's Son, the 
second person of the Trinity. This is the most adequate and fullest 
manifestation of God in any creature. The power of thought and the 
freedom of self-determination make man the creature closest to God, the 
most adequate manifestation of God. "He gave us his very highest 
Wisdom which is his natural portrait and stamp"22 For this season, 
Skovoroda often speaks or the inner man as the one Christ in all of us, 
although it would be more accurate to say that the inner man is Christ's 
image, and an individuated image at that, in each of us. I shall have to 
deal [69] with this problem in greater detail. 

     "This is the true man, equal to his eternal Father in being and power, 
one in all of us and wholly in each one."23 Though there is an additional 
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basis for speaking of Christ or God as being in man, since Christ is the 
ideal and true man, we must interpret this expression not literally, but as 
we have interpreted God's presence in all creatures; namely, as the 
presence of ideas in creatures. God is in man as idea, the fullest and most 
perfect idea of Himself, but nevertheless an idea. We must not accept a 
pantheistic interpretation of Christ's being in every man. We have seen 
that Skovoroda likes to distinguish and then equate or identify things, as 
if his former distinctions were invalid. This is his monistic tendency. 
Difficulties of interpretation arise from the fact that he rarely stops to 
consider how what he has distinguished is to be united. He simply 
identifies God and his thoughts without any explanation: 

Open your eyes of faith and you shall see in yourself also 
God's power, God's right hand, God's law, God's speech, 
God's word, his  kingdom, and the secret invisible 
authority of God, and by knowing the Son, you will come 
to know the Father.24 

Here we see the identification God's "word" and "speech," which clearly 
refer to God's ideas, with God the Son. This is a traditional Christian 
doctrine. For the sake of clarity and consistency, we must distinguish, I 
think, the logos, the image of God that is the second person of the 
Trinity, from the image of God, or rather the image of the Logos, that is 
in each man. The fact that Skovoroda himself does not attempt to 
systematize and harmonize his distinctions with his identifications [70] 
does not absolve us of this duty We cannot dismiss either his dualistic or 
his monistic doctrines, but by means of distinctions we must preserve 
and harmonize both. 

      Probably, the clearest and most forceful statement of Christ-centered 
monism is this one: 

Stand if you please on a level surface and order a hundred 
mirrors to be placed around you. At once you will see that 
your single bodily dummy has power over a hundred 
appearances that are dependent only on it. And 
immediately when the mirrors are removed the copies 
suddenly hide themselves in their original, like branches in 
their seed. In the same way our bodily dummy is itself 
only a shadow of the true man. This creature like an ape 
imitates in apparent action the invisible and present power 
and divinity of that man to whom our dummies are like 
mirrored shadows, appearing from time to time and 
disappearing while God's truth stands immovably through 
eternity.25 
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This statement means literally that in all our decisions, thoughts, and 
actions it is really Christ who acts, that individuality is illusory and 
belongs only to the level of secondary apparent reality and therefore that 
personal immortality is impossible. This is an interpretation that cannot 
accept without rejecting most of Skovoroda's metaphysics and all of his 
epistemology and ethics. If Christ is literally in each one of us and we 
are merely bodily manifestations of Him, then Skovoroda's concern over 
death and personal immortality is impossible to understand. If Christ is 
the source of our thought and we are only shadows, then how can there 
be ignorance of our own nature, how can there be self-discovery in faith, 
how can there be decision, self-surrender to God's will, and acceptance 
of our divinely appointed vocation? If our individuality is to be identified 
[71]  with our body and our essence is Christ then we are completely 
passive, powerless. The active principle in us is Christ and He alone is 
responsible for every act. How can there be evil, then? Only if our 
essence is truly individual and our own without ceasing to be derivative 
and ontologically dependent on God, can there be error and evil, 
responsibility for these, and also personal immortality. Then the source 
of our thoughts and acts lies in us and is our own. If Christ were literally 
our essence, the thought of "I" would be impossible to explain, for the 
body, the individuating principle in such a case, is completely 
unproductive. 

     If we accept the interpretation that the inner man in each individual is 
a divine idea of a particular man, then the above passage can still be 
accepted as valuable and as a contribution to our knowledge of man in 
Skovoroda's terms. The relation of the substantial material body to its 
reflected image in the mirror expresses the analogous relation of God to 
man. The latter is to the first in terms of being like an accident to a 
substance, or a thought to a mind. The same analogy is repeated in the 
idea-body relation.  While describing derivative being as thought-like, 
we must guard from falling into a purely Platonic interpretation of 
Skovoroda. The divine ideas are not static, lifeless forms. They are 
spirits, sources of energy and creativity. Nor should we associate 
Skovoroda too closely with Berkeley. The being of the body is not to be 
identified with percipi. Man's spirit or inner man is thought-like only  in 
relation  [72] to the being of God, and the body is thought-like only in 
relation to the inner man. The quality of being thoughtlike, if I may put 
it so crudely, is an expression of ontological dependence and has nothing 
to do with epistemology. To show that the inner heart is a particular 
essence belonging exclusively to each individual as his and only his onto
logical foundation and at the same time to explicate in greater detail the 
nature of the inner heart, I now turn to a discussion of two basic 
doctrines in Skovoroda -- the doctrine of personal vocation and the 
doctrine of immortality. 
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      The doctrine of personal vocation will be discussed at length under 
the heading of ethics. Here I wish only to point out the ontological 
foundations of this doctrine. According to the doctrine of personal 
vocation, each man has a divine calling in life, a particular purpose 
determined for him by God, his Creator, in the very act of creation. This 
calling is marked on the individual's inner heart. It cannot be attributed to 
his outer body for the body has no creative or directive power. 
Skovoroda often explicitly states that it is the inner heart that defines a 
man's vocation: 

"The kingdom of God is within you." It does not deceive 
and will lead you by a better path … to that for which you 
were born … than the advice of others or your own 
tendencies.26 

The source of one's true inclinations and desires and motion is one's true 
nature or "the blessed spirit in man." Thus, the true man or the inner 
heart must be individuated, though it bears a close resemblance to God 
the Son, just as a mirror [73] image closely resembles its object, and also 
to the hearts of other men just as individual members of a species 
resemble each other. 

      The doctrine of personal immortality is another confirmation of the 
proposition that the inner heart is individual. This doctrine, though not 
developed at length, is essential to Skovoroda's thought, in which 
preoccupation with death is of major importance. It would be completely 
at variance with the spirit of his philosophy to attribute immortality only 
to Christ and not to every human and even non-human individual. 
Kovalinskii states that Skovoroda thought death to be an awakening to a 
richer, fuller life in which all pains, fears, and pleasures of temporal 
existence disappear. Just as the child in the womb is unable to conceive 
of the future life awaiting it,  so also are we unable to say anything of our 
after-life except that it will be of a higher quality than this one. To 
Skovoroda death is nothing more than the cancellation of our appearing, 
the shedding of our outer body and our outer heart. Thus, it  is a freeing 
of the inner man from an encumbrance imposed on him by God, for 
some good purpose to be sure, but nevertheless an encumbrance. "Death 
will give us the possibility to be invisible. Why do flee so from death? It 
will hide us. When it makes us invisible, then we shall he able to exist 
truly."27 

      This must surely mean that the inner man in us is individual as well 
as immortal. On this score Zenkovsky's remark that the true man in every 
one of us is "the guarantee of our [74] individuality, but it is not to be 
separated from the 'heavenly man,' from the Lord,"28 since it is his 
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image, states my case with precision and brevity. 

5. Conclusion 

      The ontological structure of man may be summarized as follows: 
man is a composite being consisting of a principle of externality, the 
material body, which is perishable, changing, and passive, and an inner 
core, the heart, which is the ontological foundation of the body, its 
director and its power of motion. The heart is divided into the inner and 
the outer. The inner heart is God's idea of man. It is the image of Christ. 
This is the ultimate principle of being and operation in man. It is the 
spring of rational thought and love. The ideal body, which gives being to 
the outer body, is a part of the inner heart. The external heart can be 
called a faculty of the inner heart, a faculty concerned with the well 
being of the body. Only the inner heart is immortal. At death the body 
and the outer heart disappear, while the inner heart continues in being in 
an invisible and purified state. 

     It is sometimes difficult to distinguish Skovoroda's metaphysics and 
doctrine of man as I have presented them from pantheistic doctrines. His 
emphasis on the ontological dependence of man and all creatures on 
God, and on the manifesting function of creatures in relation to God is 
very monistic. I think that this monism must be distinguished, however, 
from a monism that identifies God and nature or that [75] holds God to 
be totally immanent in nature. Skovoroda 's insistence on dualism, on 
distinguishing God from creatures and the inner principle of things from 
their outer appearance, balances has monistic tendency and makes his 
metaphysics panentheistic rather than pantheistic. Here man is 
dependent on God, yet is autonomous and self-activating. He can even 
reject God. At death the individual does not lose his identity and is not 
absorbed into an undifferentiated Supreme Being. 

     Probably one of the reasons why it is so easy to fall into the error of 
calling Skovoroda a pantheist is the paucity of detail in his exposition of 
his metaphysical doctrines on nature of reality and the nature of man. It 
is evident from this analysis of man that Skovoroda's interest lies not in 
speculative metaphysics. In dealing with man's nature he makes only a 
few simple distinctions. There is no discussion of the various faculties in 
man, on the precise structure of the soul and its relation to the body, on 
the unity of the composite. What he does discuss is what is absolutely 
essential and what must be understood in order that his ethics be 
intelligible and  persuasive.  The amount of metaphysical theory that he 
introduces is the bare minimum that is necessary for man in order that he 
comprehend his own nature and the situation in which finds himself. 
Anything less would be inadequate for true wisdom and a truly human 
life. Anything more would be superfluous and confusing rather than 
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enlightening. This is a metaphysics that is [76] comprehensible to all 
men of sound mind, not only to philosophers. He tries to avoid those 
vain fine points that are characteristic of that "inefficacious faith that is 
called speculative"29 and which leads only to schisms and superstitions. 
[77] 
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CHAPTER IV: HUMAN KNOWLEDGE AND FAITH 

For Skovoroda man is essentially a creature with the capacity to think 
and to know the truth. This capacity distinguishes him from other 
creatures and makes him a self-directing, autonomous image of God. I 
have stressed Skovoroda's respect for the power of thought. "For 
Skovoroda, as for many mystically inclined thinkers, thinking in some 
higher order takes on an absolute ontological value that is equivalent to 
being."1 God's thoughts have a value equivalent to the being of the 
created world. Man's thought has a power analogous to God's because, 
first, it has the power to transform man's existence, and secondly, 
because it moves and directs the body. Skovoroda's recognition of the 
importance and power of knowledge makes his epistemology one of the 
most interesting and vivid parts of his philosophy. 

     Unfortunately, this emphasis on knowledge has led several 
interpreters to see in him primarily a rationalist who believed in reason, 
accepting it as the principal delight of man or the end of human life.2 
This Aristotelian reading of Skovoroda is false. It confuses knowledge of 
the truth with speculative activity. For Skovoroda to be truly human is to 
know the highest truth about oneself and the universe, but this 
knowledge comprises basically the doctrines I have [80] sketched so far. 
The truth is elementary and accessible to all men. It is not the case that 
the truly human life lies only in contemplation. On the contrary, 
Skovoroda holds that only a small group of men is called upon to be 
philosophers and teachers. The truth, however, is equally open to all and 
is the necessary condition for happiness. 

     Skovoroda's epistemology is original. "His theory of knowledge 
belongs to the odd, strange aspects of his works."3 In approaching it we 
must put aside the usual expectations of any epistemology. Skovoroda 
does not treat the traditional problems of knowing: the relation of 
thought to reality, the relation of reason to faith, the process of knowing. 
The basic theme of his epistemology is not knowledge at all, at least not 
in the strict sense of the word. It is really faith. He distinguishes two 
types of faith, discusses their essential properties, their consequences, 
and their relation. The first faith holds material reality to be the ultimate. 
The second passes beyond material reality, without denying it, to its 
ground, God. The first faith reveals its inadequacy and falsity upon being 
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applied to existence. Only the second faith is true and therefore meets all 
the tests of living. Skovoroda's discussion of the practical consequences 
of both faiths in human existence is of the greatest contemporary interest, 
for it is an acute criticism of faith in science. What Western philosophy 
is coming to recognize only in this century -- the limitations of scientific 
knowledge, both theoretical and applied, was stated succinctly and 
vividly by [81] Skovoroda two centuries ago. 

      Though the real problem in his epistemology is one of faith, 
Skovoroda treats it in a terminology that sometimes conceals this fact. 
He does use the term "faith" frequently and has a profound treatment of 
the nature of faith that cannot be mistaken for a discussion of knowledge 
simply, yet too often he speaks of faith in terms that are more appropriate 
and are usually used of speculative, purely objective knowledge. 
Probably this terminological confusion has been responsible partly for 
misunderstandings of Skovoroda's intention. To some interpreters, 
especially Soviet ones, Skovoroda is defending knowledge against faith.4 
Shkurinov goes so far as to say that Skovoroda identifies the highest 
knowledge with logic, which has the capacity to go beyond mere 
appearances.5 Nothing could be farther from the truth. We must 
recognize, however, that Skovoroda's faith is not naïve or capricious. It 
is permeated with a rational element. He rejects superstitions. He rejects 
the materialistic faith because it is too naïve. Furthermore, his faith or 
wisdom though it owes much to the Christian faith is not identical with 
it. There is no discussion of Christ's incarnation or resurrection. Though 
these events are mentioned, they have no important place in his system. 
Then also his rejection of miracles adds a rationalistic flavor to his 
philosophy. Nevertheless, his philosophy is a faith and he admits as 
much. The truth he seeks is not one that answers only the requirements 
of reason, but the requirements [82] of the inner heart, the whole man. It 
is a gross misrepresentation to call Skovoroda a rationalist. 

1. The Nature of Faith 

     Faith for Skovoroda is the most important and necessary knowledge 
for man. It reveals to man his own ultimate nature and the nature of 
reality. It answers his most burning questions and shows the way to real 
happiness. Faith does not overcome merely the perplexity of reason, it 
satisfies the most profound desires of our nature. The truth then is also 
the ultimate good, that which satisfies permanently both reason and will. 
Both reason and will are functions of the inner heart and cannot be 
separated without perverting man's nature. What is the good of one must 
also be the good for the other. Any truth that does not answer these 
demands must be partial and inadequate: "in truth alone does true 
sweetness lie and it alone gives life to our heart that directs our body.… 
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It is evident that life is alive when our thought loves truth."6 

      It becomes clearer why the truth for Skovoroda is both objective and 
subjective, is satisfying both to reason and will, if it is remembered that 
like the Stoics, he identifies thought and desire. Desire for Skovoroda is 
thought striving for its good, for truth: 

Its ceaseless striving is this desire. The fire dies out, the 
river stops flowing, but immortal and non-elemental 
thought, carrying on its back coarse corruption like a dead 
chasuble, definitely does not consent to arrest its motion 
(whether it is in a body or outside [83] a body) even for a 
moment and continues its flight of aspiration with 
lightning speed through unlimited eternity.… What is it 
seeking? It seeks its sweet rest.7 

This conception of thought as an aspiration for ultimate truth is essential 
to Skovoroda's epistemology and ethics. It implies that there is more to 
thought than simply grasping and object, for inherent in thought is an 
aspiration for the ultimate object, the absolute truth. In other words 
thought strives to grasp the divine idea in all things and through this idea 
to discover God. It seems that thought bears in itself a hidden standard of 
truth by which it judges its objects. If the objects fall short of revealing 
their relation to God, thought remains restless and continues its search. 
As long as it cannot perceive the full truth it can find no peace nor 
happiness. In anticipation of the discussion of self-knowledge let me 
remark that if thought bears in itself without being aware of it the 
criterion of truth, then truth can be found most easily by thought turning 
back upon itself and bringing its inherent notion of truth to light. The 
truth, however, is not easily found. Errors and false starts necessarily 
precede its discovery. 

     If the truth satisfies man's deepest desires, it can only be seen by a 
heart that is willing to see it. It is not difficult to know the truth but 
"where is he who is willing to learn."8 In giving man this freedom to see 
or ignore the truth God lowers himself to our level. He "begs judgment 
upon Himself from us."9 Faith then [84] is not a matter of logic and 
reasoning alone. An explanation of the truth is not enough for the 
possession of it. Each individual must open his heart to the truth in order 
to see it. He must appropriate it and make it his own in such a way as to 
alter his whole view of himself and the world. This type of perception 
necessarily affects all our actions. A faith without good works is no faith 
at all; it is hypocrisy: 

It is one thing to believe that God exists, and another thing 
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to believe in God, to love and depend on Him and to live 
according to God.… Thus the true Christian is not one 
who believes that there is a God but one who follows Him, 
loves Him, and has founded his home of happiness on 
God's love.10 

It becomes evident here that Skovoroda's doctrines on the nature of 
reality and men will necessarily lead to an ethics. To know the truth 
means also to live according to the truth. 

     The act of faith is a free act and lies within the responsibility of the 
individual. Yet, like most Christian philosophers, Skovoroda recognizes 
the action of divine grace in this act. The most man can accomplish by 
his own powers is to desire to see the truth, to desire to believe. The truth 
is a gratuitous gift from God. Only "if God's spirit breathes on your 
heart, then you will properly see that which you have not seen from your 
birth."11 "God alone illuminates the truth for us."12 This is why the act of 
faith is always possible, unexpected, and unforeseeable. It comes "like 
lightening, and only a point in time is needed for the acquisition of 
faith."13 This is certainly a far cry from rationalism! [85] 

     So far I have discussed the relation of faith to the whole nature of 
man. I have stressed throughout that faith is more than mere speculation, 
that it involves the will and desires. It would be a mistake, however, to 
disparage Skovoroda's notion of faith and with it the whole of his 
philosophy as merely wishful thinking, or as a pragmatism that accepts 
as true only what leads to happiness. The primary fact about faith, a fact 
that Skovoroda stresses more than any other, is that faith is a seeing: 

Faith sees what your vain eye cannot see.… Faith sees 
through vain appearances and is dependent on what is the 
head, the power, and the foundation in vanity and what 
never dies.14 

Unless one sees, one cannot believe: "and as you did not perceive it you 
could not believe it."15 There are evidently two aspects of the act of 
faith, aspects that can be distinguished but not separated: an act of seeing 
the truth and an act of appropriating the truth. Really to see the truth 
means, of course, to accept it as my truth, just as a real commitment to a 
truth is unthinkable without the act of seeing something as true. We in no 
way make or produce the truth in the act of faith, but rather surrender to 
it. The will makes this seeing possible not by producing the object but 
simply by not obstructing our view, by submitting to the light of truth. 
The moment of seeing is primary in faith according to Skovoroda: 
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How could one fall in love with what is unknown? Hay 
does not burn without contact with fire. The heart does not 
love without seeing beauty.… Where wisdom perceives, 
there love burns.16 

2. The False Faith 

     The false faith may be defined as the conviction that material objects 
are ultimate reality, that there is nothing beyond the appearances. This 
faith is not simply the acceptance of sense knowledge as the highest form 
of knowledge. It is not a blindness to the scientific laws governing the 
changes of appearances. On the contrary, the materialistic faith accepts 
the knowledge that all material sciences furnish and proclaims it to be 
ultimate knowledge. Even if you know all the laws of motion, "even if 
you had measured all the Copernican worlds, but had not discovered the 
plan that sustains their whole external appearance [i.e., God's ideas] 
nothing would come of it."17 It is not enough that we know the eternal 
and unchanging laws to know the ultimate truth. Mathematics certainly 
reveals eternal truths. The essential property of eternal truth is not so 
much its immobility and eternity as its unveiling of God. All truths that 
do not contain a clear reference to God are only partial and of a lower 
order. To believe in the sciences as possessing the ultimate truth is to be 
in error. 

      The sciences in themselves, however, are not false if they do not 
make the claim to absolute knowledge -- in fact to the enlightened mind 
that knows God they are a source of further revelations of God. 
Skovoroda has no contempt for [87] the sciences, but on the contrary he 
willingly recognizes their value: 

I do not disparage the sciences but praise the lowest 
handicraft. One thing is worthy of reproach -- that in 
pinning our hopes on them we neglect the supreme 
science.18 

Only the elevation of the sciences to a faith is objectionable. In their 
place they are good and useful. In a remarkable passage he praises the 
great achievements of science and points out the shortcoming that casts 
suspicion on science's claims to absoluteness: 

We have measured the sea, land, air and heavens and have 
disturbed the belly of the earth to reach its metals, traced 
the planets, searched the mountains, rivers, cities on the 
moon, discovered countless worlds, built 
incomprehensible machines, filled abysses, blocked and 
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redirected the flow of rivers. Daily we raise new questions 
and create wild inventions.… Good heavens, what is there 
we don't know how or can't do! And yet, to our 
misfortune, something great seems to be lacking in all this: 
we only Know that something is lacking, but what it is we 
have no idea.19 

In this feeling of dissatisfaction lies the first hint that we must search 
elsewhere for the truth. 

     What is the basic reason for this inadequacy of the sciences? Why 
cannot the sciences, or rather our faith in the material world as opposed 
to our faith in God, possibly satisfy man? The basic reason must be 
sought in the ontological structure of man. The inner heart, the true man 
in each of us is by its nature eternal and the very image of God. Since the 
heart is the source of thought it is natural that thought seeks an object 
that is proportional to the heart in value and being. What else can satisfy 
the heart? Surely not something inferior to it. The heart or the [88] 
heart's thought seeks an object that is eternal and an idea of God whether 
that object be itself or another being. In both cases the heart will 
immediately recognize through God's idea God himself. Ultimately then 
our thoughts are seeking Absolute Being and nothing less: 

What does it [thought] seek? It seeks its sweet peace; its 
peace lies not in stopping and extending itself like a dead 
body -- this is unbecoming and odd to its nature -- but the 
very opposite: like a traveler it seeks in the dead elements 
its own likeness, and by base distractions it does not 
quench but only intensifies its thirst, and thus rises all the 
more swiftly from corrupt material nature to its very own 
and unbegotten beginning … and this is to enter the peace 
of God.20 

Here we have the whole story of the heart's search for God. It should be 
noticed that Skovoroda takes the initial error of the heart searching 
among corruptible elements for its own likeness to be a necessary step to 
the discovery of truth. 

      In more concrete terms there are two ways in which the faith in 
science fails man. Its first shortcoming lies in the fact that material 
objects cannot satisfy our desires. Those objects are unstable, 
corruptible, and vanishing. They are either consumed in the process of 
our using them and then we must worry about finding other objects to 
replace them or else they are slightly more stable and remain useful to us 
for a long time. But even the more permanent objects do not relieve us 
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from worry, because they too are perishable. The anticipation of their 
disappearance, then, disquiets our mind. The faith in matter, the "love of 
shadows is the mother of hunger."21 [89] 

      The second way in which this faith fails us receives much attention in 
Skovoroda's works. Believing that there is only material reality, we of 
course see ourselves as mere material objects. We recognize, no doubt, 
that we are somewhat different from other objects by the exercise of 
thought, but we attribute this activity to the outer heart. We do not know 
our inner heart and therefore we cannot know that we are immortal. We 
see ourselves as perishable in the same way as all appearances are 
perishable. Our death is unavoidable and must completely annihilate us. 
In the light of this fact how can anyone be happy? Even if all our wishes 
were fulfilled, without the assurance of our immortality we could have 
no peace. The fear of death would poison every moment of our lives: 

Oh, how utterly distressing is our condition if completely 
everything is corruptible and without eternity, if besides 
the appearance there is nothing secret in it, in which our 
being could rest as on a stable foundation, if every being 
and every living man is only vanity.22 

If death is the ultimate fact then our values, hopes and strivings are 
absurd. Life becomes meaningless and intolerable to man's spirit. 

     The disappointment, sorrow, and despair to which the materialistic 
faith leads is a necessary condition for finding a higher faith. The 
unhappy result to which this faith leads us teaches us to surrender our 
love of material goods and to seek a higher good. This surrender is a 
necessary first step towards enlightenment from God because we cannot 
receive the true faith while loving things.23 "Man is given [90] two wills 
and the evil will was given to him so that through suffering he might 
learn to recognize the truth."24 Skovoroda even while recognizing the 
freedom involved in the act of faith remains optimistic. False choices and 
evil tend to work against themselves, and by bringing only misery to the 
agent they drive him towards the truth and the good. The scales are 
weighed on the side of God. 

3. The True Faith 

     The failure of the faith in material being to satisfy the human heart 
prepares the heart for the acceptance of the true faith. This faith sees 
beyond mere appearances to which the former faith was attached. It 
breaks through the level of the apparent. It is a leap into a new realm of 
being hitherto unknown. This sudden leap does not destroy anything but 
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the commitment to the absoluteness of visible objects. It does not abolish 
our sense knowledge or our sciences, but merely assigns them to their 
proper place. True faith then widens the scope of our knowledge from 
one realm to two realms of being. To see reality dually is wisdom. 
Skovoroda applies the popular definition of a dunce as one who "can't 
count to two"25 to those who cannot get beyond the one-dimensional 
vision of reality that belongs to false faith. The true faith doubles 
everything. 

     The discussion of the true faith must begin with an exposition of 
Skovoroda's doctrine of self-knowledge, because self-knowledge is the 
beginning of all wisdom. It is the [91] necessary and sufficient condition 
for the knowledge of God: 

You do not see me because you do not know yourself …  
nor can you stand before me until you do know yourself 
well. He who knows himself, he alone can sing out: "God 
is with me."26 

It is also the condition for the knowledge of the truth about the world: 

Who can know the plan in the vast matter of earth and 
heaven glued to its eternal symmetry if he could not first 
discern it in his own empty flesh?27 

The ontology of man explains how this is possible. The inner man being 
the image of God by turning its thoughts upon itself perceives God's 
image and is thus led immediately to God Himself. In the same act of 
self-knowledge thought perceives the dual structure of man and thus 
becomes aware of the dualism in the material macrocosm. 

     Why is it easier to discover the truth in ourselves than in the world or 
even in the Bible? Why if we fail to find God in ourselves must we fail 
to know Him? The reason may lie in the fact that we are closer to 
ourselves than we are to things because we have a double sensuous 
perception of ourselves. One type of self-perception is similar to the 
sense perception we have of all material objects, but besides this we have 
another mode of self-perception -- self-consciousness. By this mode we 
perceive our psychic phenomena, but only our own psyche. Thus, self-
perception offers a greater range of appearances of different quality from 
which to rise to a vision of the hidden truth beneath them. The precise 
way in which the observation of our psychic life becomes a decisive 
factor on the road to faith is twofold. First, it is only [92] through self-
consciousness that restlessness and dissatisfaction due to the false faith 
get a hold upon our attention. If man turns his attention away from 
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himself and suppresses his unhappiness without God by occupying 
himself with external things, then surely he cannot find God. Secondly, 
the psychic appearances are of a different nature than external 
appearances. They are closer in quality to the invisible, unextended 
divine idea or spirit in us. They are not to be identified with the spirit, for 
then the truth could be known by simple introspection and would be just 
as obvious to the materialist as to the true believer. It is easier, however, 
to form a conception of the spirit from the observation a subjective 
phenomena than from sensible phenomena. 

     The act of self-knowledge in which we discover our own true nature 
is a leap beyond all appearances. It is a genuine act of faith: 

we penetrate into the very center of our heart and soul, and 
passing all transitory and sinking thoughts and the extreme 
externality of our flesh, leaving all storms and darkness at 
his [the true man's] feet, we rise by the mentioned stairway 
… to our life and head, to the true man.28 

  Chyzhevskyi treats this act of self-knowledge as an act of recalling29 
thus Platonizing Skovoroda's doctrine more than admissible. I have 
found only one passage in which Skovoroda mentions memory as the 
"heart's eye that sees through creatures."30 I think it is imprudent to 
reject Skovoroda's extensively developed doctrine of faith as true insight 
for a Platonic doctrine of reminiscences on such slight evidence. 

     The act of self-knowledge is a "truly blessed, even holy self-love."31 
To see one's self is to fall in love with oneself. Thus faith is the supreme 
act of self-love. This holy egotism is not selfish, however, for the man 
we fall in love with is really God's image in us. In loving this image, we 
love God, we accept his idea of us, his intentions and purposes for us. 
The supreme act of self-love is also the supreme act of humility before 
God. 

     What is revealed to us in this act of self-knowledge? The true man in 
each one of us has a certain common content without ceasing to be 
unique. The most universal facts about our essence uncovered by self-
knowledge are that the self is immortal, immaterial and the foundation 
and director of the body. The fear of death is abolished and the demands 
of the body are subordinated to those of the true self. Next, one finds in 
his essence those designs and purposes of God which apply equally to all 
men; namely, the ten commandments. This law deals with man's relation 
to God and his relation to other men. God has meant man to be a social 
being and has written the laws essential to social life upon his heart. The 
content of the heart that is unique and particular in each man is his 
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divinely chosen vocation in life. In a word, then, all the information 
necessary for a happy life is written in the heart and is disclosed by faith. 
Not only are we thus assured of our immortality but we are also [94] 
given definite instruction as to our obligations towards God, other men, 
and ourselves. With this act of knowledge we begin a new life, a life of 
happiness and conformity to God's will for us: 

And this is to enter happily into harmony with God when 
man, not following his own quirks or another's advice, but 
by penetrating into himself and listening to the living call 
of the Holy Spirit inside, follows the Spirit's secret nod, 
taking up and enduring in that duty for which he was born 
into the world and to which he was assigned by God 
Himself.32 

     I now turn to a detailed consideration of the transformation brought 
about in man's existence by the act of faith. 

4. The Second Birth 

     The act of faith is the pivotal point of one's life. Skovoroda at times 
overemphasizes its meaning: "to be more exact before the second birth 
we have no heart"33 His intention is clear -- it is to treat this act as the 
beginning of a new, purified, "holy"34 existence. The discovery of one's 
true nature transforms every aspect of life: 

So you saw in yourself only earth and dust. And you were 
till now earth and dust. In brief, you did not exist because 
earth, dust, shadow, and nothingness are one.35 

and 

What is eternal life, after all, if not to know God? This is 
what it means to be a live, eternal, and incorruptible man 
and to be transformed into God.36 

These and many other passages assign to faith a power to create new 
being, to transform man's substance from shadow into eternal and perfect 
being, into God. This power is analogous to God's, but cannot be literally 
the same; it [95] cannot literally be the power to create eternal being or 
to resurrect. From the discussion of man's ontological structure it is 
obvious that every man in order to exist temporally must be at the same 
time an eternal true man. The non-believer as well as the believer cannot 
exist without being immortal objectively, though it is possible to live 
without being aware of one's immortality. Thus, not only is a real self-
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recreation beyond the powers of man, it is also unnecessary. 

     One can view the second birth as a moral rebirth, as a radical reform 
of one's way of living and acting. This change would be observable to 
others. Certainly this is an element in the transformation but in 
Skovoroda's eyes the visible is not the principal element. 

     To understand what Skovoroda means and why he speaks of the 
transformation brought about by faith as a metaphysical event, a second 
creation37, we must recall his principle that one is what one loves. But 
what one loves depends on what one sees. The transformation, then, 
consists of a new subjective estimate of ourselves, an adoption of a new 
scale of values and goals, a falling in love with new objects. Hitherto we 
knew ourselves only as corruptible temporal beings. Our good lay only 
in material possessions. To ourselves we were no more than animals.38 
"Not to know oneself is word for word the same thing as to lose oneself." 
The transformation is more than moral -- it is ontological in the sense 
that we not only become aware of and adopt a new set [96] of moral 
standards, but we become new beings in our own eyes. If we do not 
know our true nature we are in a predicament similar to the man who has 
a hidden treasure in his house. As long as he knows nothing about it, "it 
is precisely as if it were not."39 Only when the objective truth becomes 
our truth does it have a radical effect on us, does it alter our whole 
existence. 

     The act of faith transforms our life in two ways. First, by revealing to 
us the ethical wisdom that is necessary for a godly life it initiates the 
truly ethical life. Because we fall in love with God for the first time here, 
we accept and carry out his will not grudgingly but willingly. If we fear 
to transgress his laws, it is not because we tremble before his 
punishment, but because we love God. Skovoroda is not so naïve as to 
think that the act of faith is an automatic solution to all our problems. It 
does not inaugurate immediately a perfect moral life. Life continues to 
be a struggle and a search for happiness. The believer is constantly 
warring against temptations, selfishness, and the crude appetites of the 
outer heart. What is new is that the believer knows where his happiness 
lies. His struggle is now purposeful. His sufferings cease to be painful in 
the sense that they become meaningful. There is progress in this life 
towards God and complete happiness through the repeated acts of 
submission to God's will. The road to peace has many stages but it 
begins with the act of faith. Faith at the outset bestows a kind of peace 
because it gives [97] direction to life and promises perfect peace. The 
ethical life is like the climbing of a mountain: 

The unsetting light enlightens the dark abyss of our 
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thoughts to let us see where our high and stable peace is 
located; it alone awakens our heart for the climb up the 
mountain of peace.40 

     Chyzhevskyi interprets the second birth not as an act of faith but as a 
mystical experience.41 It is this experience, not perfect happiness, that is 
the summit of the mountain and can only be achieved through self-
humiliation and rigorous self-discipline. The rebirth, then, comes at the 
end, not the beginning of the ethical life. I am convinced, however, that 
this is not what Skovoroda had in mind. Chyzhevskyi's error becomes 
even more apparent when he interprets the first act of vision, which 
inspires men to set out on the climb, as a "theoretical"42 recognition that 
God exists. Now, the act of faith in Skovoroda is anything but a 
theoretical recognition. The truth of the matter is that ethics is not a 
preliminary to absolute knowledge, but the consequence of it, and that 
the only union with God mentioned by Skovoroda is the act of faith, not 
mystical experience. 

     The second way in which faith transforms our lives lies in the fact 
that it introduces eternal life into temporal life. We become assured of 
our immortality. The fear of death is overcome but it is overcome only 
because death [98] ceases to be real. It becomes a mere shedding of our 
outward appearance. With the act of faith, not with death, does our 
eternal life begin: 

By coming to know him in a wink of the eye we become 
transformed into him and all our mortality is consumed by 
his life.43 

Faith is victory over death. 

5. Conclusions 

     I think now we are prepared to make an evaluation of Skovoroda's 
epistemology and the "speculative" part of his philosophy; that is, his 
metaphysics and his theory of man. First several outstanding 
characteristics of his concept of knowledge must be pointed out. It is 
Skovoroda's profound insight that knowledge is a human enterprise. It is 
the function of the whole man and involves all his spiritual powers. 
There is no such thing as purely objective knowledge, at least not in 
respect to ultimate knowledge. The most speculative and abstract 
disciplines such as logic and mathematics are also the least relevant to 
human existence. Real knowledge and especially metaphysics is always 
more than mere speculation. It is a faith, an expression of the whole 
personality of the thinker, of his hopes as well as his insight. 
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Metaphysics, then, is a systematic rational account of one's attitude 
towards oneself and reality. What one is has a bearing on what one 
knows. In a sense Skovoroda may be called a critical philosopher for he 
is sharply aware of the nature of his own philosophy. [99] But for him, as 
for Berdyaev, the humanization of truth is not a scandal. The inextricable 
involvement of the truth with the knower is a sign of its potency and 
loftiness. No concept of knowledge could be less rationalistic. 

     On the other hand, Skovoroda is far from completely subjectivizing 
and relativizing truth.  It is not a projection of the knower's desires. Like 
St. Augustine, Skovoroda defends the suprahuman nature of truth. It is a 
God-given light that illuminates him. Man surrenders to truth; he allows 
it to illuminate him. The most he can do is to desire to know and to 
remove obstacles to the revelation of truth, obstacles such as 
preconceived notions and habits of thought. Truth is always a gift of 
Grace. 

     One last point must be made about Skovoroda's notion of knowledge 
and that is that true knowledge always has practical consequences. It 
affects the quality of man's existence, his attitude to life and to his work, 
his relation to himself and to others, and lastly his actions and observable 
behavior. In ultimate knowledge speculative thought is inseparable from 
practical thought. Knowledge in this sense is truly the whole life of man. 

     In the light of this discussion it becomes evident that to deny the title 
of real philosophy to Skovoroda's thought would be a grave error. His 
metaphysics and theory of man, as he himself admits, is not purely 
speculative knowledge. It is a faith but it is a faith in the same sense 
[100] that all philosophies are faith whether their authors admit this or 
not. No truth is completely given and self-evident. Every truth is a 
creation as much as it is a discovery. The positivist just as the mystic 
commits himself to what he sees without his truth being obvious to 
everyone else. If Skovoroda differs from other philosophers, it is only in 
this respect that he acknowledges his truth to be his (without truth 
ceasing to be objective) and does not use objectivity as a screen behind 
which to conceal himself. The admission of his personal participation in 
the revelation of truth, which is the content of his epistemology, is 
evidence of Skovoroda's intellectual honesty and moral integrity. [101] 
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CHAPTER 5:  ETHICS

      Skovoroda's ethics is probably the most original, and certainly the 
most extensively and carefully worked out part of his thought. Through 
all his dialogues his concern for the happy Christian life and peace of 
soul is easily discernable. My purpose in devoting a chapter to ethics in 
what is primarily an investigation of Skovoroda's speculative philosophy 
centered upon the theory of man, is to bring to light how his basic ethical 
doctrines are based upon the preceding doctrines. In this way I hope to 
find both a further confirmation for my interpretations of his speculative 
doctrines and a fuller comprehension of these doctrines in the light of 
their ethical consequences. In purposely making this chapter as brief as 
possible, I am aware that I am not doing full justice to Skovoroda's 
ethics. 

1. The Concept of Happiness 

      Skovoroda's ethics may be called a Christian eudaemonism, for it is 
centered on man's happiness in this life. Unlike most Christian 
philosophers Skovoroda does not view man's temporal life as a 
preparation for the eternal life. He seems to have thought that the eternal 
life will take care of itself and that the problem lay in making of this life 
a blessing to oneself and a testimony to God's [105] goodness. All 
creatures are created by God to be happy. "Absolutely everything was 
born for a good end and the good end is happiness."1 Skovoroda agrees 
with Epicurus that "life depends upon sweetness and that the gladness of 
heart is the life of man."2 Not only does God intend every creature to be 
happy, but He also provides everything that is necessary for its happiness 
and who can know better than God what is necessary? Skovoroda's God 
certainly is not deistic: "Our mother Nature knows better than we do 
what is useful for us,"3 and 

She is good to every living thing … in her zealous 
foresight she has prepared everything without which even 
the most insignificant worm's happiness cannot be 
fulfilled. If something is lacking then of course it is 
unnecessary.4 

      From the fact that happiness is the necessary end of life, two 
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consequences follow: first, that happiness is universal and available to 
every creature and, secondly, that happiness is in some sense the easiest 
thing to achieve. Now, if no man is excluded by God from the happy life 
then happiness must lie in a good that can be possessed by all men in all 
places and at all times.5 It cannot lie in goods that are limited to some 
men only, such as noble birth, nationality, abilities and talents, health 
and comeliness, or wealth. If any man in possession of such goods is 
happy, it is not because of them, but because of something else that he is 
happy.6 Happiness lies in a good that is available equally to all men. 
Secondly, since God wants all creatures to be happy, He has made the 
road to [106] true happiness easier to follow than any other road. "O 
depth of blessed Wisdom that makes the necessary easy and the difficult 
unnecessary."7 

      What is this source of happiness that is available to all and easy to 
find? That source is gratitude to God: 

Gratitude is the stability and health of the heart accepting 
everything as a blessing.…  The fruits of the happy life are 
joy, gladness and satisfaction; their root and fruit-laden 
tree is the heart's peace, and the seed of this root is 
gratitude. It is the pure spirit, peaceful, good humored, 
fragrant.8 

The only condition for this good is faith, for "gratitude is the daughter of 
the spirit of faith,"9 but it must be remembered that this faith includes the 
subordination of one's will to God's will. Gratitude depends upon seeing 
Clod's will and accepting it joyfully. Once man has recognized God as 
the benevolent Father, he accepts all things that befall him, not merely as 
good, but as best for him, and is grateful far them. 

Trust him and make his holy will your will. If you accept 
it then it becomes yours.… In this moment everything 
shall happen according to your, yes, your wise will. And 
this is to be contented with everything.10 

Now gratitude is equally possible to all men, because faith and 
resignation before God depend only on our will. Faith and wisdom for 
Skovoroda are universally available. Pagans, for example the Greek 
philosophers, can know God if they desire to know the truth. God has 
made the truth essential for a happy life available to all men. Its 
appropriation and application to life depend solely on the individual. 
This [107] is also the easiest task for man. "What is easier than to love 
God?"11 What is harder, on the other hand, than to love and pursue 
worldly goods? This is as hard as to "catch and hand over a shadow."12 
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      An obvious objection is raised in one of the dialogues: if happiness is 
so easy to achieve why are so many people miserable?13 The reason for 
this lies in the evil will that prefers itself to God. But then is not 
submission to God difficult to achieve? Skovoroda admits that this is the 
case, that only through great effort can the stage be reached where 
submission becomes easy. 14 The ascent to the mountaintop of true peace 
is arduous and only gradual. Yet, Skovoroda is certain that this path is 
easier than any other because every other search for happiness is doomed 
to failure and brings only continuous misery and disquiet. The true path, 
on the other hand, brings positive results, which encourage the traveler 
and make the journey easy. To set out on the right way to happiness is 
already to taste happiness, also as one rises by degrees toward perfect 
happiness, one's actual happiness increases. "The more one is in 
harmony with God, the more one is happy and at peace.15 For these 
reasons it is a thousand times easier to be virtuous and submissive to 
God than the opposite.16 It must be pointed out how close Skovoroda's 
conception of happiness is to the Stoic conception and yet how far from 
it. Both Skovoroda and the Stoics see happiness as dependent upon the 
individual's will and therefore equally possible for all men. The Stoic 
advocates [108] resignation to all events outside his own control, a 
resignation that reaches its perfection in complete indifference and 
apathy. This is an ideal that Skovoroda cannot accept: 

Not to concern oneself with anything, not to be perturbed 
means not to live, to be dead, for concern is the movement 
of the soul and life is movement … when there is concern 
there are difficulties, but also joy.17 

Gratitude, which is the basis of happiness, is not merely a submission or 
resignation: it is a joyful acceptance, a kind of resignation that does not 
oppress the individual but fulfils him. While Stoicism despairs of real 
happiness and therefore settles for the lowest level of happiness, 
Skovoroda demands nothing but the fullest happiness for all men. Unlike 
Aristotle, he assures us that this type of happiness is open to all men. 
Skovoroda's optimism can be understood only if it is related to the basic 
doctrines of his faith. 

      The true man, the inner heart, is the particular essence of every man, 
and in creating it, God writes upon this essence all the laws and purposes 
that should be actualized by the individual in his life. To follow God's 
will, then, means to actualize one's own true nature.  This is why self-
knowledge must precede the happy life. If submission to God is 
equivalent to fulfilment of one's true nature, then it is apparent why there 
is no sense of self-repression in Skovoroda as there is in the Stoics. 
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Furthermore, since all events outside the individual's control are within 
God's control and faith tells the individual that God arranges [109] things 
for the individual's greatest benefit, one is positively thankful for 
whatever happens and completely at ease about the future. In matters that 
are within man's control he must act so as to fulfil his true nature and 
God's will, and in all other matters he is to trust in God's action -- this is 
the formula for peace of soul and real happiness. It is the act of faith, the 
understanding of God and one's own nature that transforms Stoic 
resignation into gratitude and joy. 

      Skovoroda's ontology also casts light on another principle essential to 
his ethics -- that good is its own reward, and evil is its own punishment: 

many minds seek a balance of rewards and punishments, 
trusting in their worldly scales, the number of their good 
deeds, and in God's judgment. My friend! The greatest 
punishment for evil is to have done evil, just as the 
greatest reward for good is to have done good.18 

Virtuous actions automatically result in happiness and self-fulfilment. 
Evil actions subvert both God's order and the agent's fundamental nature 
and thus must lead to misery. All rewards and punishments are dispensed 
in this life, immediately upon good or evil action. There is no need of 
heaven and hell to lure or frighten people into being virtuous. 
Skovoroda's ontology leads him to an ethics focused exclusively upon 
happiness in this life. 

2. The Ways of Self-fulfilment 

(a) Personal Vocation 

      Skovoroda's doctrine of individual vocation in life is based on his 
ontological doctrine of the particular inner [110] heart in each man, and 
thus serves as a confirmation of my interpretation of the latter. God gives 
each man an individual nature, which determines his vocation in life. 
This vocation can be discovered by self-knowledge. Skovoroda states the 
essential points of this doctrine in this way: 

Nature and inclination are the innate divine will and God's 
secret law that governs all creatures … God's kingdom and 
truth is within his creatures. He does not wrong anyone in 
distributing inclinations. One man is meant for one job, 
another for another … and though it may be a base calling, 
it is not dishonorable and will prove absorbing and useful, 
if the man directs himself according to God's will.19 
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Each man is endowed with different talents and inclinations or interests 
to fit him for a particular vocation. Since vocations are unequal, men 
must also be unequal in natural ability. And yet, all are equal for two 
reasons: first, because God, not men, chooses what they are to be, and 
therefore men's abilities are not properly theirs by desert and, secondly, 
because all men, whatever their vocation, by following it can be equally 
happy. This is Skovoroda's doctrine of "unequal equality."20 If we wish 
to be blessed we must first be grateful to God for making us what we 
are,21 and then we must pursue our vocation actively. Work in one's 
vocation is the principal source of self-fulfilment and happiness. The 
emphasis on action as the source of happiness is based on the concept of 
the inner essence or idea as a center of energy and force. 

      Skovoroda's doctrine of work anticipates the emphasis on work and 
action that we find Marx and philosophers after Marx. [111] For 
Skovoroda work must flow from man's inclination if it is to be of benefit 
to him and to his society. Inclination "seeks work and rejoices in it as in 
its son."22 The happiness one derives from his work comes from the 
activity itself rather than from the product. "The hunt and the labor in 
themselves bring greater joy to the natural hunter than the roasted hare 
on the table."23 This is an echo of the doctrine that virtue is its own 
reward. Skovoroda realizes that sometimes the joy that comes from 
following one's vocation is disturbed by hardships, but these are no 
obstacles but rather a test of one's devotion to one's vocation: 

And this is the truly faithful friend of his vocation -- he 
whose love cannot be extinguished by any decrease in 
income, by poverty, detraction, nor persecution.24 

     Unnatural work is abhorrent to Skovoroda, for it subverts one's own 
nature and rejects God's intentions. Such work is a sin and must be 
expiated.25 People who take up unnatural work do so not out of 
inclination or interest in the work itself, but out of a desire for some 
rewards accruing to it. Though they may gain these rewards, their work 
must be a "deathly torture"26 to them, and furthermore must poison their 
whole lives: 

Then [the soul] is not satisfied with anything, loathes both 
its position and society. Its neighbors seem vile, its 
amusements unsavory, its discussions vain, … its whole 
family hateful, its nights boring, its days vexing … it 
degrades its country and customs, defames nature, 
grumbles against God and is angry with itself … it cannot 
live and does not wish to die.27 
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      It should be noted in connection with the doctrine of vocation that, 
unlike Aristotle, Skovoroda does not consider [112] the philosopher to 
be the only truly happy man. Though the calling of the "apostles, 
prophets, wise and saintly missionaries and enlightened Christian 
teachers"28 is the noblest since they are charged with teaching others the 
truth about God and human happiness, yet all men who accept their own 
calling and pursue it earnestly are equally happy. All men must be wise 
to the extent of knowing where and how to seek happiness, but this does 
not mean that they must be philosophers by profession. 

(b) Relation to Society 

      Man is by nature a social creature. The principal way in which he 
relates himself to others is through his work. The personal vocation has 
not only immense significance for the individual, but for society as a 
whole. It is God's way of founding and structuring society. The ideal 
society is a hierarchical one in which each function would be performed 
by the man chosen by God and naturally suited to perform it. Society is 
like a clock in which each part has its unique function assigned by the 
clockmaker. By performing its work properly the part contributes to the 
harmony and well being of the whole and to its own happiness.29 The 
individual who occupies a post in society unsuited for him harms not 
only himself but also society: 

How is he not to lose happiness if instead of service he 
brings harm to his friends, close and remote kinsmen of 
his own and other nations? How is he to avoid hurting 
them when he brings injury to society? How is he to avoid 
this injury, if he fulfils his role badly?30 

Skovoroda's emphasis on social duty and work for the common [113] 
good of society reminds one of the Stoics, but here again a difference is 
clearly discernable. In Stoic philosophy there is no persuasive argument 
for action in the interest of society. The communality of reason in men 
serves at best as a weak foundation for social duty. In Skovoroda service 
to society is based on man's true nature and is tied to his self-fulfilment 
and personal happiness. It is therefore soundly grounded. 

     Besides serving others through his vocation, each man fulfils his 
nature by observing the laws of justice, friendship and love, which are 
ingrained, in man's true nature: 

It [wisdom] is the most beautiful divine face, which He 
with time impresses on our souls and thus makes us, wild 
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and ugly monsters and freaks that we are, into men, that is, 
animals capable of cooperation … communal life, 
benevolence, temperance, generosity, and justice.31 

Skovoroda also stresses the obedience men owe to their parents, 
teachers, priests, and political authorities.32 The performance of these 
duties is easy if men only remember that what benefits society ultimately 
benefits them, and what truly benefits them must also benefit society, for 
it is God's wisdom that sustains both individuals and society in existence. 
Society is founded on God's will which "secretly supports all the limbs 
of the political body, consisting of men not stones, and makes it stable, 
peaceful, and prosperous."33 

(c) Relation to the Body and the Sensible World 

     Men are not to concern themselves with material goods or such trifles 
as social rank, intelligence, and comeliness [114] because these are not 
essential to happiness. Yet, a minimum of material goods is necessary in 
order to live and to maintain the health of the body. Skovoroda feels that 
God will supply this minimum and that men should not to worry about 
such things: 

No one lacks what is necessary, you see. Why do you 
blaspheme against the universal Lord as if He ever starved 
his household? Every creature receives its daily food from 
the heavenly Father.34 

To be happy one must trust in God, but also establish control over one's 
appetite. One must learn to simplify and minimize one's bodily needs, 
but not to the extent that would harm the body's health. A healthy body is 
requisite to various activities of the soul; for instance, good eyesight is 
requisite for reading. 

One must submit to the body to the extent that it is 
necessary, but not to the extent that appetite, the servant of 
the flesh, desires it. If instead of submitting only to the 
unavoidable demands of the flesh, you pander to all its 
desires, then you will never live joyfully. Why? Because 
by giving way to superfluous whims of the flesh you 
belittle its master. Then your brother, the master of the 
body is angry with you. Who in he? The spirit.35 

Obviously, Skovoroda is no ascetic in the negative sense. The body is 
good and must be cared for, but it must be kept in its place. Bodily 
desires must not usurp the place of love for God or of the concern to 
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fulfil one's true nature. 

3. The Problem of Evil 

      Skovoroda does not accept the doctrine of original sin nor the 
contention that man must irrevocably remain evil. Although man must 
live continuous watchfulness against [115] the encroachments of the 
outer heart, of bodily desires, he can achieve sufficient control over his 
lower nature to live happily and at peace with himself. Evil exists in the 
world only because of man's misuse of his freedom, his disobedience of 
God and his subversion of his own nature: 

Who does not proclaim: live according to nature? But this 
mistaken path is one's ruin if one confuses subservient and 
ruling nature … and instead of wise and divine nature 
chooses animal nature as a guide for himself. This is the 
real unhappiness -- not seeing God.36 

Refusing to believe in God and to leave all concern for bodily well being 
to Him, man devotes his entire life and all his energies to hoarding 
earthly goods. Thus, he reverses the hierarchy of his proper interests and 
replaces in his thoughts his higher nature by his lower nature. The outer 
heart monopolizes one's thoughts leaving no room for thoughts about 
God, about one's real nature and about one's true purpose in life. The  
love of material goods in usurping the place of the love of God destroys 
the heart's peace and produces "its own hell and punishment that tortures 
like a thousand hells."37 This false faith and love is the source of all evil 
in the world: 

Who does not desire honor, silver, and lands? Here is your 
source of murmur, complaint, sorrow, hostility, litigation, 
robbery, theft.… Out of this spring arise treason, rebellion 
in usurpation … the fall of states and the whole abyss of 
misfortunes.38 

Man and only man is responsible for all evil by refusing to  believe in 
God and to obey Him. Evil, then, is the shadow of a shadow, the creation 
of man who is the shadow and creature of God. Evil can be vanquished, 
and here lies Skovoroda's [116] basic optimism. But evil can be 
overcome only if each and every man becomes the obedient child of 
God. Here lies Skovoroda's strong strain of pessimism. His optimism has 
nothing in common with the  naive optimism of eighteenth-century 
humanism. Progress towards the golden age is not automatic but depends 
on the transformation of every individual. Nor is mere brotherhood and 
benevolence enough. There must be knowledge of oneself, and faith and 
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obedience to God if the happiness of all is to be brought about. For 
Skovoroda's emphasis on self-knowledge, individual responsibility, and 
faith is a timely warning to our age not to place too much hope in 
science, technology and social measures as means to a better future. 
Soviet scholars who disparage Skovoroda for his naiveté in thinking that 
man could become better and happier without social reconstruction have 
mush to learn from him. 

4. Conclusion 

     It should be evident by now that Skovoroda's philosophy is a very 
carefully thought-out system. His principal interest is focused on man -- 
man's nature and happiness in this life. The ultimate ground for man's 
existence and fulfilment is God. The ultimate answer to every question is 
found only in God. If man cannot be separated from God, the reverse 
also holds true. God cannot be separated from man. Man exists 
coeternally with God as the temporal manifestation of His power and 
goodness. Man exists to be happy and by his [117] happiness to testify to 
God's goodness. Yet, man can frustrate God's purposes and stifle his own 
true nature thus bringing evil and misery into the world. Only faith and 
obedience to God, leading to work and action, not to quietism, bring 
peace to the soul and harmony to society. Man's happiness and gratitude 
for this temporal existence is the highest praise and worship of God. 
[118] 
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CHAPTER VI. SKOVORODA'S INFLUENCE

In his day Skovoroda had very limited influence on the society around 
him. He was completely out of tune with his environment, and his ethical 
teachings may be seen as a reaction to it. Ukrainian society was in a state 
of transition in the 18th century from the relatively democratic Cossack 
republic to a rigid and sharply differentiated society. As Russia's political 
control over Ukraine increased, the leading Cossack classes began 
increasingly to emulate Russian aristocracy in a frenzied pursuit of 
wealth and honors at the expense of the lower classes. The once free 
peasants, poor Cossacks and small landowners were being forced into 
serfdom. The injustices and suffering involved in this transition was 
compounded by the introduction of capitalism. The exploitation of 
natural and human resources was fierce. Peasant revolts and violence 
were common. At such a time Skovoroda's message of human equality 
and of social harmony fell on deaf ears for the most part. Of the educated 
and ruling class he reached only those few who were his personal 
friends. They read his philosophical manuscripts and made copies of 
them by hand. Thus, Skovoroda's philosophical works reached a very 
limited though select audience. In the masses Skovoroda found  a greater 
audience. Though the common people admired him greatly, they 
certainly could [121] not appreciate his philosophical thought. They 
loved him for the exemplary life he led, for his protests against abuses by 
the higher classes, and also for the songs and fables that he composed. 
Some of these literary works were incorporated into the folklore and 
were preserved by word of mouth through the 19th century. In the 1860s 
G. P. Danilevskii wrote that "It is a rare corner of the country that does 
not remember Skovoroda with emotion to the present day."1 

     It is an interesting question why Skovoroda's works remained 
unpublished during his lifetime. One possible reason may be that he had 
no funds to publish them at his own expense and that all institutions of 
learning which might have underwritten the publication of his works 
were in the hands of the Orthodox clergy whom Skovoroda criticized 
sharply. But Skovoroda had rich friends who could have helped 
financially. My guess is that Skovoroda thought his mission to renew the 
hearts of those around him could be accomplished only through personal 
contact. I think it is clear from his works that he saw the end of his work 
as nothing less: 
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If your heart has been warmed in you, it is your duty to fan 
the eternalizing spark of the resurrection with your 
teaching.2 

Might he not have believed, with the example of Socrates and Christ 
before him, that personal contact with the learner was essential? He 
certainly was an admirer of Socrates [122] and his pedagogical 
methods.3 Khizhdeu grasps the essence of Skovoroda's purpose in 
attributing the following prayer to him: 

Our Father who art in heaven! Send us a Socrates soon 
who will teach us first to know ourselves. Then, having 
discovered ourselves, we shall be able to develop our 
natural wisdom.…Thy will be done in all my paths and 
endeavors for I think that wisdom should not be limited to 
the priests who gorge and surfeit themselves on it, but 
should be spread among all the people and should 
penetrate into their hearts.4 

It is evident from Skovoroda's works and correspondence that he saw his 
vocation in helping others to know themselves and to be happy. For this 
reason Skovoroda traveled widely, stopping along the way to converse 
with anyone eager to listen and learn regardless of his rank, or education. 
If he put his teachings on paper it was for the edification of friends to 
whom he dedicated these works. These people knew him personally and 
would read his works in an entirely different spirit from the general 
public. It seems to me that had he desired to publish them, he would have 
done so. If his works were not published, it is most likely that he 
considered publication inconsequential. [123] 

     Skovoroda's philosophy also remained hardly known in the 18th 
century. The first publication of any part of his work occurred in 1798 
when only one dialogue, Narkiss (Narcissus) appeared in print. A scanty 
selection of his works was published in 1861 by I. T. Lisenkov, and then 
a fuller edition came out in 1894, the centennial of his death, under the 
editorship of D. I. Bahalii. Yet, even this edition failed to include many 
of his important dialogues. A two-volume edition by V. D. Bonch-
Bruevich was planned but only the first volume was published in 1912. 
Almost all of Skovoroda's correspondence, translations and purely 
literary works that were to form the second volume remained 
unpublished. The first authoritative and full collection of Skovoroda's 
works came out only in 1961 under the auspices of the Academy of 
Sciences of Soviet Ukraine.5 This short resume of the fortunes of 
Skovoroda's works provides a reason why Skovoroda's influence on 
Ukrainian thought in the 19th century could not possibly have been 
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substantial. 

     In spite of the lack of influence, Skovoroda has great historical 
interest for the student of Russian philosophy and Ukrainian culture. For 
Ern the appearance of Skovoroda is the "birth of philosophy in Russia."6 
Ern sees the mainstream of Russian philosophy as flowing from the 
Fathers of the Eastern Church, not from European rationalism or 
empiricism. By the time Western philosophical influences [124] came to 
be felt, Russia already had a well-defined, original philosophical 
tradition which he calls "Logism" and Skovoroda is one of its authors. 
The main characteristics of this tradition are, first, its hostility to pure 
speculation, to "armchair philosophy."7 Secondly, the central interest of 
Logism lies in man, in the whole man, not in an abstraction. Thirdly, 
man is viewed in close relation to God. Fourthly, metaphorical language 
is used extensively to express the secret inner wellsprings of man's life. 
These characteristics are prominent in Dostoevsky, Solovev, and 
Tolstoy. The stress on natural inclination or personal vocation is central 
to the Slavophils who apply this concept to the whole Russian nation. 
For this reason Ern calls Skovoroda the "secret father of Slavophilism."8 
I am not prepared to dispute Ern's evaluation of Skovoroda's significance 
for Russian philosophy. Certainly, Skovoroda belongs to the 
philosophical tradition of the Eastern Fathers and his philosophy is in 
many ways similar to that of some 19th-century Russian philosophers. 
The contention that these constitute the mainstream of Russian 
philosophy could be questioned. Zenkovsky sees Skovoroda's 
importance in the fact that he is the first representative of Russian 
religious philosophy outside the confines of the Church.9 He is among 
the first instances of the secularization of Russian philosophy. 

     Any student of Ukrainian culture, especially literature, [125] cannot 
ignore Skovoroda. He stands at the concluding part of the Baroque 
period of Ukrainian culture,10 a period which produced a new synthesis 
of classical and Christian thought and a rich literature. He stands also at 
the threshold of a new period, the Romantic period, in which the 
language of the people gained access to literature and replaced the 
Church-Slavonic of the Baroque period. The Romantic age marks the 
emergence of a definite national consciousness in Ukraine, an awareness 
among Ukrainians of their distinctiveness from the Russian nation. In 
Skovoroda there is only an awareness of an ethnic distinction between 
the two peoples. It cannot be said that Skovoroda had any significant 
influence on 19th-century Ukrainian literature. His name is mentioned by 
such important writers as T. Shevchenko, P. Kulish, and I. Franko11 but 
it is doubtful that they had any real understanding of his thought. 
Skovoroda's importance, then, lies in his position between two great 
cultural eras in Ukrainian history. 
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     Interest in Skovoroda's philosophy has been a phenomenon of this 
century. The publication of his works at the end of the 19th century has 
made some scholarly investigation of his thought possible, especially 
those of Ern and Chyzhevskyi. It is doubtful, however, that Skovoroda 
will ever have any influence on academic philosophy, for his thought is 
hostile to purely theoretical [126] speculation. It is more likely that his 
writings have had and will continue to have an inconspicuous influence 
-- an influence on the moral, subjective lives of their readers. 
Skovoroda's writings will turn the reader's thoughts inward upon himself, 
and stimulate him to examine himself and to know himself. Thus, they 
may pave the way for him to a better, happier life. I think that Skovoroda 
desired to accomplish no more than this by his living example and by his 
writings: 

And as the seed, the secret source of the fruit-bearing 
divine spirit is small and contemptible in its external 
appearance but contains a thousand orchards, so too the 
word by its vibration of the air and its written appearance 
is nothing, but by the power of the hidden inner spirit 
when sown on the heart, it brings forth new creatures and 
new actions and is, therefore, important.12  [127] 

NEXT

CHAPTER VI: FOOTNOTES

1 Ukrainskaya starina: materialy dlya istorii ukrainskoi literatury 
(Ukraine's Past: Materials for the History of Ukrainian Literature) 
(Kharkiv: Zelenskii and Lyubarskii Press, 1866), p. 2. 

2 I, 70. 

3  Skovoroda has a well-defined [pedagogical theory, which I have 
omitted in this discussion. Its basic doctrine is that the teacher's function 
is to clear away the obstacles to the fullest expression of the pupil's own 
nature. 

4 Grigorii Savvich Skovoroda: Zhizn i uchenie (Gregory Savvich 
Skovoroda: His Life and Teaching) (Moscow: Put, 1912), 333. 

5 It is regrettable that in this scholarly work, which goes to great lengths 
to preserve Skovoroda's spelling and syntax, all names for God are 
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printed in lower case. 

6 Ern, Grigorii Savvich Skovoroda, p. 332. 

7 Ibid., p. 340. 

8 Ibid., p. 339. 

9 Zenkovsky, A History of Russian Philosophy, trans. G. L. Kline (New 
York: Columbia Univ. Press; London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1953), 
I, p. 69. 

10 D. Chyzhevskyi, Istoriya ukrainskoi literatury (A History of 
Ukrainian Literature) (New York: Ukrainian Academy of Arts and 
Sciences in the U.S.A., 1956), p. 253. 

11 See P. M. Popov, Hryhorii Skovoroda: Zhyttya i tvorchist (Gregory 
Skovoroda: His Life and Works) (Kiev: State Literary Publ., 1960), pp. 
133–68. 

12 II, 426. [128] 
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